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With the number of cores on a chip continuing to increase, we are moving towards an era where many-core platforms will soon be ubiquitous. Efficient use of tens to hundreds of cores on a chip and their memory resources comes with unique challenges. Some of these major challenges include: 1) Data Coherency – the need for coherency protocol and its induced overhead poses a major obstacle for scalability of many-core platforms. 2) Memory requirement variation – concurrently running applications on a many-core platform have variable and different memory requirements, not only across different applications, but also within a single application; in this dynamic scenario, static analysis may not suffice to capture dynamic behaviors. 3) Scalability – inefficiency of a central management makes distributed management a necessity for many-core platforms.

To address all these issues, this dissertation proposes a comprehensive approach to manage available memory resources in many-core platforms equipped with Software Programmable Memories (SPMs). The main contributions of this dissertation are: 1) We introduce SPM-Pool: a scalable platform for sharing Software Programmable Memories. The SPMPool approach exploits underutilized memory resources by dynamically sharing SPM resources between applications running on different cores and adapts to the overall memory requirements of multiple applications that are concurrently executing on the many-core platform.
2) We propose different central and distributed management schemes for SPMPool and study the efficiency of auction-based mechanisms in solving the memory mapping problem. We also introduce a distributed auction-based scheme to manage the memory resources of platforms without central coordination. 3) We introduce offline and online memory phase detection methods in order to increase the adaptivity of memory management to the temporal changes in memory requirements of a single application. We also use memory phasic information to relax the need for static analysis of applications.

We implemented a Java and Python based simulator for many-core platforms to investigate the efficacy of the proposed methods in this dissertation. The runtime memory management schemes proposed here enable better performance, power, and scalability for many-core systems.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Emerging Many-core Systems

Moore’s law has been the driving force for the semiconductor industry in the past decades. Every technology generation tends to double the number of transistors on each die by reducing the feature size. Smaller transistors can be switched on and off faster which gives a potential for higher frequencies. Improvements in integrating different technologies in a single die has provided the ability to have a full System On a Chip (SOC). This ever-increasing resources on a chip has provided a unique opportunity for development of more powerful computer systems.

Providing faster and smaller transistors by each technology generation came with the cost of increased power density – more activity in smaller area. Increase in power density caused higher temperatures and reaching thermal limits of ICs, known as Power Wall, stalled the frequency growth of computer systems. Figure 1.1 shows the microprocessor trend in the past decades. While transistor count has been continued to increase in each generation, frequency has been almost the same for the past 15 years.
Inability to find enough Instruction Level Parallelism – *ILP Wall* – was another major obstacle [33, 61] that alongside with *Power Wall* put an end to development of Superscalar uni-core processors and were driving forces for multi-core processors. In these processors, better utilization of hardware resources are obtained by multi-threading.

IBM Power4 [128] was the first commercial processor to integrate two cores on a same die in 2001. From that time on, multi-core processors have been viable solutions for effective use of huge numbers of transistors on a chip. With increase in the number of cores on a chip, we are moving to the era where many-core platforms – platforms with hundreds of cores – will be common. Table 1.1 shows the trend of increase in the number of cores in mobile devices and micro-servers – used in data centers, predicted by ITRS [71]. Based on this prediction, it’s expected to have more than 30 AP (Application Processor) cores and 200 GPU cores in mobile devices, and about 100 cores in micro-servers in less than 10 years, with the number of cores usually constrained by the power budget.
Mobile devices were invented as portable telephones with the ability to receive and make phone calls. During the past decades they evolved to very powerful computer systems. The number of smartphones, tables, and other mobile devices users has already outnumbered PC users [123]. Although most of these mobile devices use Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) platforms, different kinds of applications such as gaming, navigation, social media applications, and etc. are running on them; consequently, they are used like a general purpose processor. There is also an increasing demand for data centers and cloud resources which are servicing different types of customers and applications simultaneously. It’s expected that many-core platforms, forming single-chip cloud computers such as [68], increase the computation capabilities. As an example, Figure 1.2 illustrates Intel’s SCC processor organization, which shows a 24 processor laid out as a $6 \times 4$ tiled grid.

The prevalence of mobile devices and cloud computing brings a unique execution model to many-core systems where different applications can be executed concurrently on many-core platforms. These applications can be downloaded or uploaded from any source and usually no offline analysis of them is available. They can enter and exit at any time. In this execution model, resource assignments cannot be done at design time and the resource assignment decisions should be done at runtime. Without careful design of the runtime system, the efficient use of resources cannot be achieved in many-core systems.
Figure 1.2: SCC Processor layout – 24 Tiles in a 6x4 mesh of routers (R), four DDR3 Memory controllers (MC) and a single PCI link. Each tile contains 2 P54C cores, 16 kB each of data cache (L1-D$) and instruction cache (L1-I$) plus a 256 kB unified cache. The tile includes a 16 kB Message Passing Buffer and a mesh interface unit (I/F) to connect to the router [126].

Efficient use of hundreds of cores on a chip comes with unique challenges. Not addressing these challenges might yield a very poor performance in many-core platforms. Using traditional bus-based platforms is not practical due to high power consumption and latency, and bandwidth limits which make those platforms unscalable. A proper interconnection network has to be used for connecting different cores. Developing efficient programs to leverage many-core resources is not straightforward which makes programmability a great challenge for many-core platforms. The necessity of sharing memory between different cores, makes the memory management of many-core systems very complicated.

1.2 Memory Subsystem Challenges in Many-core platforms

The concept of the Memory Wall has been known for decades [130] and it states that the rate of improvement in processor speed is higher than that of off-chip memory (e.g., DRAM) speed, therefore the memory system is the performance [and power] bottleneck for the entire
system. To tackle this problem, a hierarchy of memories with different size/speed is created. Registers, multiple levels of onchip memories (cache or SPM), RAM, and storage (disk) are four different levels of memory which can be found in most computer systems. A memory management system decides how to use the memory subsystem – from small and fast registers to large and slow disks. Traditionally caches are used to fill the speed gap between memory and logic. Fast SRAM based cache memories are controlled by hardware and they are transparent from software. In presence of more than one core, it’s very common to have both private and shared caches. Different levels of cache create a tradeoff between capacity and speed. Figure 1.3 depicts a typical memory subsystems in multicore platforms. While all requirements of traditional memory subsystems such as high bandwidth, low energy, and low cost exist in many-core system, some requirements and challenges arise while moving toward hundreds of cores.

Figure 1.3: Basic structures of single-chip shared-memory multi-cores using (a) bus (b) interconnection network [61].

Although processor frequency hasn’t improved for many years, multi and many core systems create the necessity for higher Memory bandwidth while DRAM doesn’t scale in nanometer feature sizes [94]. Latency and bandwidth of accessing offchip memory depends on the distance to memory controller and number of cores per memory controller. To compensate this gap between processor and memory performance, huge real estate of onchip
transistors are dedicated to memories and memory is the major shared resource among different cores [93]. Concurrently running applications don’t have the same memory requirements. All these characteristics make the management of memory subsystem in many-core platforms very complicated.

In many-core systems, coherency is a major bottleneck for scalability. If a piece of data is copied in different cores, the consistency of those copies should be guaranteed by the coherence protocol. If any thread updates one of these copies, all other copies should be invalidated which is very costly [135]. It’s shown by [21] that even a single contended cache line can destroy the potential scalability of an application (Figure 1.4).

As we scale to many-core systems, it becomes increasingly challenging to scale the corresponding cache-based memory hierarchies [58, 1, 85] . One important reason is the rapid increase of coherence logic overhead with the number of cores. Some processors have already tried to alleviate this problem by removing hardware cache coherence from processors either partially or completely, e.g., Intel SCC [69], Kalray MPPA-256 [36]. In these architectures, the coherence whenever needed by the application/system must be implemented in software. Another promising solutions to overcome this problem is to use Scratchpad Memories (SPM), also known as Software Controlled Memories and Software Programmable memories, instead of caches [111]. SPMs are controlled by software and in contrast with hardware controlled caches do not require a hardware coherence protocol, but instead transfer the burden of memory management to software. Different platforms such as IBM cell processor [66] and Tilera [124] use software controlled memories as their onchip memory.

SPMs offer many advantages over caches:

- The use of SPMs allows developers to exploit application semantics effectively to achieve efficient execution.
- They provide power efficiency by eliminating the hardware overhead of traditional
caching.

- Predictability is a critical factor for real-time systems. It is hard to estimate the worst-case execution time (WCET) of software executing in cached architectures, since cache replacement policies executing in hardware result in unpredictable execution times for cache hits and misses. On the other hand, SPMs allow predictable estimation of WCET since all memory accesses are explicitly controlled in software.

- There is potential for performance improvement by orchestrating the management of data transfers explicitly in software.

- Present the ability to explicitly manage data accesses for thermal and wearout constraints, particularly for emerging memory technologies, e.g., non-volatile memories (NVM).

While there is a large body of work on using SPMs for guaranteeing WCET (e.g., for real-time applications), this thesis focuses on exploiting SPMs as an alternative selection of onchip memories in many-core systems to avoid coherency problem.

Early efforts in programming SPM-based architectures required application developers to
insert data management instructions manually. However, with the increasing complexity of embedded software [41], as well as the diversity of the underlying architectures, automated techniques are required to understand the application and insert data management instructions automatically. Automatic insertion of data management instructions can be achieved statically (by programmers or the compiler), or dynamically (through runtime systems that execute additional instructions to achieve the desired effect).

SPM virtualization can be used to design effective memory hierarchies and provide applications with the convenience of a transparently managed address space, while simultaneously using developers’ guidance to mitigate the complexity of managing shared memory, as well as utilizing the non-uniform characteristics of the underlying hardware. These techniques are designed to wisely allocate SPM space among tasks in the multitasking environment. When software-programmable on-chip memory is contained in an additional layer of virtualization, application developers can specify when and what data to store near the core executing its instructions without knowing the intimate details of the underlying memory architecture. The runtime software (as part of the operating system) can map the data to any physical location on- or off-chip. Additional address translations to this intermediate virtualization layer must be stored to enable accesses to the data in the address space. This can be done with a translation table that maps virtual addresses of the task executing on the core to intermediate physical addresses, which is essentially a physical address in on-chip SPM space.

Bathen et al. [11] introduced the concept of SPM Virtualization through SPMVisor, a scheme for bus-based multi-cores in which virtual SPMs (vSPMs) allow programmers to assume access to the entire on-chip memory space through virtualized address spaces. Each thread can therefore assume it has access to a dedicated contiguous memory (Figure 1.5b) without considering interference from competing threads (Figure 1.5a). A virtualization layer, with the help of Protected Evict Memory (PEM) space, is responsible for determin-
Figure 1.5: Concept of virtual SPMs in SPMvisor [11].

When platform size approaches hundreds of cores, a single central manager becomes incapable of managing the entire system with a reasonable overhead due to increased communication distance, network congestion, overhead of keeping data for every application, computation, etc. Therefore, using central management for memory mapping degrades system performance significantly and makes any management system unscalable. To solve this problem, a distributed management should be employed to increase the efficiency of resource assignment, especially for SPM resources in many-core systems.
1.3 Variability

Advances in the semiconductor industry have allowed creation of smaller feature sizes for transistors. This process has shrunk to the atomic scales. For example, in a 22nm manufacturing process, the gate length is only 42 atomic diameters and the oxide is only five atomic layers thick [54]; and this gets even worse in newer technologies. Atomic feature sizes makes the fabrication and control process very hard and costly for hardware manufacture companies. As a result, there is not a total control on fabrication process and some intended characteristics differ from the final product, resulting in various forms of manufacturing or process variability.

Within die and die-to-die process variations are produced by systematic effects (such as lithographic lens aberrations) and random effects (such as dopant density fluctuation) [104, 95]. One of the most important parameters, prone to variation, is transistor threshold voltage ($V_{th}$). Variation in threshold voltage affects frequency and leakage power of processors [104]. Voltage and temperature are two other important factors contributing to variation.

Speed (frequency) variation between different parts of the die is one of the most important effects of process variation. Lower voltage, higher temperature, and slower transistors can make some parts of the die slower than others. Significant frequency difference already exists between different cores in multi and many-core platforms. For example, Figure 1.6 shows the frequency variation for the Intel 80-core TeraFLOPS processor, measured for different operating voltages [39]. As demonstrated, there is a 28% frequency variation between fastest and slowest core at 1.2V, this number is 62% at 0.8V.

In addition to PVT – Process, Voltage, Temperature – variation, considerable variation exists in the software stack. Two different applications may have completely different processing, memory, and IO requirements. Even a single application can experience variation in data, control flow, technology, and environment [6]. Not addressing the variation in software
Figure 1.6: Measured core-to-core max frequency variation for 80 cores on a single die [39].

![Figure 1.6: Measured core-to-core max frequency variation for 80 cores on a single die](image)

Stack can cause a significant performance degradation. Memory access variation is of great importance specifically, because memory is usually the main bottleneck of performance.

For example, Figure 1.7 shows the number of accesses to the highest accessed pages for the h264 and povray benchmarks. Povray has a few pages with very high number of accesses and some pages with very low number of accesses. While povray has a discrete spectrum of accesses, h264 has a relatively continuous spectrum and the number of accesses to each page can be high, medium, or low. Also Figure 1.7 suggests that h264 requires more memory resources than povray, indicating significant variation in memory demand across applications.

Any application can experience variant behavior and characteristics during its course of
execution. Therefore the average or aggregate behavior of an application is not a good representaive of the application. For instance, if page A is accessed more than page B during the execution of an application, it’s quite possible that in a finer grained analysis of memory accesses, a long period of time exists in which page B is accessed much more than page A. Resource allocation and optimization can be more efficient considering the temporal variation in a single application. Applications have very dynamic behavior and the memory requirements of each individual application varies over time throughout the course of execution. For instance, rendering high-motion scenes needs more memory resources than rendering still scenes. Most applications can be divided into different phases of execution. Repetitive, or phasic, behavior of applications has been the subject of research for more than a decade. Typically the phasic behavior is investigated with respect to the structure of applications (i.e., application’s basic blocks and control flow) or execution working set. Although these efforts have proven useful, detecting patterns in the execution of an application by tracking instructions (or Basic Blocks) does not always capture the memory phases of the application. Typical program phasic behavior extraction techniques do not differentiate between program and memory behavior [9, 40, 110], and thus miss opportunities for more aggressive memory management in the face of high memory demands.

1.4 Thesis Overview

Any architecture and management system in many-core platforms should address challenges in the memory subsystem. Most of these challenges are specific to many-core platforms and management systems for single and multi-core platforms do not provide a promising solutions for them. Some examples are listed below:

- Memory Coherency: Sharing memory is a crucial technique to speed up communication between different threads or processes, specially in multi-threaded applications.
Caching of shared data creates the need for implementing coherence protocols which is a huge burden for the system and can cause a significant performance degradation. Using traditional caching systems has the potential to make the many-core platform inefficient.

- Dynamic Workload and lack of static analysis: With advances in technology and mobile devices, powerful computing systems are ubiquitous now and they are exhibiting more cores every year. These devices have a very dynamic workload and any combination of applications can be executed on them. While static analysis is available for some applications, there is no prior applications available for most applications. Therefore many management decisions should be made at runtime.

- Memory Requirement Variation: Different Applications concurrently running on a many-core platform have different memory requirements. This memory requirement variation also exists within each individual application. Assigning predefined memory resources to each application reduces the efficacy of resource management. Sharing physical onchip memory resources and providing the ability to access remote cores for each thread, alongside with detecting and exploiting the workload variation increases the performance of many-core platforms.

- Scalable Management: With increase in the number of cores, employment of a central manager becomes excessively expensive. Increased communication distance between cores/applications and manager, network congestion due to excessive number of messages from and toward the manager, increased required storage to keep data for every application, rise in amount of computations, etc. contribute to the intolerable overhead of central management in many-core platforms. Therefore, a distributed management is necessary for scalable memory management in many-core platforms.
A comprehensive solution for these challenges needs a powerful runtime system equipped with architectural assists. To address all these challenges this thesis proposes SPMPool: a scalable platform for sharing scratchpad memories. Figure 1.8 depicts the system level view of SPMPool. Scratchpad memories (SPMs) are used in each core as the onchip memory – instead of caches. SPMPool approach exploits the underutilized memory resource by dynamically sharing SPM resources across cores, and adapts to the overall memory needs of multiple applications that are concurrently executing on the many-core platform. SPMPool is the first solution for dynamic runtime memory management by sharing SPMs across concurrently executing applications in unpredictable workloads.

The SPMPool Memory Manager organizes SPM resources as Pools-of-SPMs and assigns the SPM resources to applications executing within the pool based on their memory require-
ments. SPMPool Architectural Assists facilitate the sharing and remote access of SPMs by applications. Each core executes a memory phase change detection scheme and sends the information to the associated manager. The objective of SPMPool approach is to maximize system performance by minimizing the wait time incurred by memory accesses. The memory mapping is managed by a distributed management scheme which makes this approach scalable.

Different aspects of SPMPool approach is described in the following chapters of this thesis. We start with some simplifying assumptions to illustrate the basic concepts of SPMPool. After showing the effectiveness of SPMPool, some assumptions are relaxed to address the shortcomings of the basic SPMPool approach. The organization of the rest of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

- In Chapter 2 the basic concepts of SPMPool approach is described. SPM resources are shared between cores, creating one core with a central manager. The required architectural assists and memory manager routines are characterized. Memory mapping problem and some optimal and heuristic solutions are discussed. A solution for sharing memory without implementing coherence protocol is introduced in this chapter.

- In Chapter 3 an auction-based distributed memory management scheme is proposed. After proving the efficacy of auction-based method in solving memory mapping problem of SPMPool, a distributed management for hundreds of cores with numerous pools-of-SPMs is introduced.

- In Chapter 4 offline and online methods to detect memory phases are introduced. Those memory phases are used to improve the memory mapping in SPMPool by making the mapping more dynamic. Prioritizing different applications which is a byproduct of memory phase detection is used to eliminate offline analysis of applications.

- In Chapter 5, the thesis is ended with concluding notes and future directions.
Chapter 2

SPMPool
Runtime SPM Management in Embedded Many-Cores

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, embedded many-core systems increase their performance by offering highly parallel computational resources. This allows embedded systems to run demanding applications such as real-time video processing, live object tracking, etc. With increase in the number of cores on chips, keeping the coherency of caches becomes very challenging. In addition, the power consumption of caching logic hardware makes the cache architecture very power hungry in many-core platforms. As an alternative, Software Programmable Memories (also called scratchpad memories or SPMs) are deployed as on-chip memories in embedded many-cores for achieving lower power, better predictability, and higher area efficiency. Such a large number of SPMs distributed over many cores makes memory mapping challenging for the controlling software.

The high variability of memory intensity between concurrently executing applications causes on-chip memory resources to be more valuable for some applications over others.
Furthermore, the abundant presence of processing elements in many-cores results in periods of execution during which not all cores (as well as their SPMs) are utilized. However, traditionally applications are limited to using only their local memory [26, 7, 8, 30]. On the other hand, dynamic scenarios – where applications start and stop at any time – can result in changing memory access patterns that require data allocation to be adapted at runtime.

In this chapter, we present the SPMPool approach [121] that exploits the underutilized memory resource opportunity by dynamically sharing SPM resources across cores, and adapting to the overall memory needs of multiple applications\(^1\) that are concurrently executing on the many-core platform. To the best of our knowledge, SPMPool is the first solution for dynamic runtime memory management by sharing SPMs across concurrently executing applications in unpredictable workloads\(^2\).

Figure 2.1 depicts the system level view of SPMPool. Applications start and stop at any time and are assigned to cores within a pool by the Runtime Manager. Multiple applications can be assigned to a pool. SPM resources in a pool are shared among all the applications assigned to that pool. The SPMPool Memory Manager organizes SPM resources as Pools-of-SPMs and assigns the SPM resources to applications executing within the pool based on their memory requirements.

**SPMPool Architectural Assists** in Figure 2.1 facilitate the sharing and remote access of SPMs by applications. Whereas multiple design objectives can be addressed, in this work the objective of SPMPool approach is to maximize system performance by minimizing the wait time incurred by memory accesses. This is done by assigning underutilized SPM resources of a pool to memory-intensive applications within the pool.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2 the motivation for sharing SPM resources is discussed. Section 2.3 summarizes different SPM related research efforts in

---

\(^1\)we use the terms application and task interchangeably in this work.

\(^2\)The set of running applications and their entrance times are not known prior to execution.
Figure 2.1: SPMPool role in many-core system with a single-pool configuration.

recent years. Section 2.4 introduces basic architecture and different components of SPMPool. Runtime system requirements, architectural assists, and memory mapping problem are also discussed in this section. Section 2.5 presents experimental setup and results, while Section 2.6 will discuss the scalability and task mapping in SPMPool. Section 2.7 contains some concluding remarks.

### 2.2 Motivation

In memory intensive applications, the amount of data used exceeds the amount of SPM resources on-chip – many applications use megabytes of data while SPM resources are on the order of kilobytes. In order to avoid severe performance degradation, the subset of data stored in SPM must be carefully selected. The state-of-the-art mechanisms for allocating data to SPM select this subset based on the size of the SPM available at the core on which
the respective application is executing [98, 114, 127]. However, if there are fewer applications than cores, the SPM resources belonging to unused cores are unutilized. Another form of underutilization of SPM resources occurs when concurrently executing applications have considerably different levels of memory usage.

For instance, users can run various types of applications concurrently on a mobile device. Mobile computing devices like tablets are replacing PCs and they have very powerful processors. In these devices many processes are running simultaneously. It's very likely that in the future these mobile computing devices use many-core platforms. In these platforms, it is possible to browse the web, listen to music, find a place using the map, play a game, video chat with a friend, or use a calculator to compute a mathematical expression. These applications have different memory requirements; some of them are very memory intensive (e.g., imaging applications) and some of them have small memory footprint (e.g., calculator).

In both cases of underutilization, severe performance penalties can result from inefficient SPM usage. A solution to this problem could be the redistribution of SPM resources to executing applications with the goal of reducing the overall memory latency. In this work, we model memory access latency for one application as the summation of access latency over all its memory accesses during the course of execution. Overall memory access latency can be obtained by adding the memory access latency of all applications in the working set (we use the overall memory access latency as a proxy for performance). To exemplify, consider a multi-core architecture with a 4-core mesh network as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Now consider a sample workload (shown in Figure 2.3) on a smart-phone consisting of three applications with a working set of four virtual pages each. Each application has a different memory footprint. Application B is an imaging application with high memory usage, while application C is a scientific calculator and has low memory requirements. Application A is a text editor and has moderate usage of memory. In Figure 2.3, each page is annotated with the total number of accesses. All three applications start executing concurrently. Figure 2.4a
Figure 2.2: Example of a system with four cores and four SPMs.

Figure 2.3: Applications and their working set of pages, along with the total number of accesses to each page over the entire execution.

shows the resulting memory mapping for this working set on the system, if each application was to use its local SPM only.

A superficial inspection of this memory mapping reveals that application B is forced to place two highly utilized memory pages in off-chip memory, while physical SPM pages belonging to Core 3 are unused. Also, application C’s relatively low utilized pages are granted an equal amount of SPM pages as other applications’ more utilized pages. Memory access latency for each application is obtained by:

$$\sum_{p \in \text{application\_pages}} (#\text{accesses\_to\_}p) \times (\text{Latency\_of\_access\_to\_}p)$$

The latency of access to page $p$ depends on the distance between an application’s home core and page $p$. The total memory access latency (based on the information in Figure 2.3 and Table 2.1) for application A is 5125 cycles, application B is 164000 cycles, and application C is 915, resulting in a total memory access latency of 170040 cycles after all applications
Table 2.1: Cost of Access (Number of Cycles) to each memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SPM 0</th>
<th>SPM 1</th>
<th>SPM 2</th>
<th>SPM 3</th>
<th>Off-chip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core 3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

complete their execution.

If we expanded the pool of available memory for each application by allowing them to use non-local SPMs, we could place memory pages on-chip according to their utilization and use all SPM resources. Using this approach, the alternative configuration shown in Figure 2.4b successfully reduces the total amount of off-chip memory accesses for all applications to 11390 cycles. We propose to combine all SPMs in this manner as a global Pool-of-SPMs that provides memory resources accessible to any executing application.

Current allocation methods either completely ignore any potential contention for memory resources from other applications, or assume the set of executing applications at any given time is predictable [125, 116, 122, 50, 97, 90, 133]. When an application is started or stopped, previously unused data may be accessed frequently and data that has previously been allocated to SPM may no longer be accessed. Hence, the state-of-the-art techniques can hardly avoid severe performance penalties in such scenarios. SPMPool addresses such issues that arise when applications start or stop at any time and may execute concurrently.
2.2.1 Key Contributions of SPMPool

- We present a Runtime Memory Manager that evaluates and generates performance-driven SPM mappings for concurrently executing applications on application start/stop.

- We describe exact and heuristic formulations for the SPMPool Mapping Problem to efficiently share SPM resources among applications.

- We illustrate the architectural assists needed to enable pooling of SPMs for local and remote SPM accesses.

- We demonstrate efficacy of SPMPool for a mix of concurrently executing applications on configurations ranging from 16 to 256 cores, showing up to 76% reduction in memory access latency with minimal overhead.

2.3 Related Work

A variety of approaches for both allocating and scheduling spatially shared resources in multicore processors have previously been explored [107, 3, 2, 63, 136, 78, 10, 91]. Some of these approaches propose scheduling algorithms and migration policies for workloads on multicore cores that use power and performance counters to determine task to core mappings (e.g., [136, 78, 10, 91]). These approaches all target traditional power or performance metrics, monitor shared last level cache (LLC) contention, and improve individual application behavior more significantly than the overall workload. Thread-scheduling can be used orthogonally to resource partitioning in order to alleviate contention for certain shared resources such as interconnects, but does not directly allocate contended resources such as memory. Hoffman et al. [63] present a novel programming model that, among many features, provides a decision-making engine in order to adapt applications’ hardware allocation to meet goals specified by each application developer. More recent work ([107, 3, 2]) has focused on multi-
core architectures that include a shared reconfigurable fabric. They specify runtime managers that adaptively allocate subsets of the reconfigurable fabric between concurrently executing tasks in variable workloads. While we can draw inspiration from some of these techniques and employ others in conjunction, the general resource sharing techniques for multi-cores are not explicitly applicable for sharing SPMs. Most of the approaches depend exclusively on performance counters, including LLC miss rate, to evaluate their allocations. These counters are architecture-dependent, and depend specifically on a cache memory hierarchy that is not analogous to an SPM-based architecture.

As for allocation of shared caches for contentious workloads, there has been significant interest in performance-aware cache partitioning [113, 99, 24, 74, 100, 72, 131]. The cache community has previously explored distance-aware dynamic partitioning (NUCA) [76, 29, 57] as well as sharing cache resources for multi- and many-core architectures [108, 84, 83]. These approaches, similarly to SPMPool, typically aim to reduce the number of off-chip memory accesses. However, these solutions are not applicable for sharing SPMs: cache contents are controlled by hardware implemented replacement policies and address mapping, while SPM contents are explicitly allocated and mapped freely by software. SPM organization is not hierarchical and does not hold duplicate data, and is therefore more similar to a swap-space. Moreover, cache hierarchies are unable to address the scalability issue for chips with hundreds of cores executing numerous applications all sharing the entire on-chip memory pool. More recently, Beckman et al. [12] have proposed a solution for software-controlled partitioning of shared last level caches in multi-cores.

Along with LLC, DRAM is one of the most commonly shared resources between applications in many-cores. There exist parallels between the problems outlined in this work and those that the NUMA community have long been addressing for main memory. They have previously proposed OS-controlled mapping of data in memory physically near the accessing tasks in order to both increase performance [20] and reduce power [82]. They also attempt
to characterize the complex memory access costs for modern NUMA architectures [22]. We share a common goal with NUMA solutions of performance improvement through memory access latency reduction. A network of on-chip SPMs can be likened to a NUMA architecture with numerous latency levels. In the case of SPMs, migrations can be made at a finer granularity (e.g., cache-line vs. page), and therefore may be more sensitive to access locality.

There is a large body of existing work on SPMs that includes uni- and multi-core solutions for SPM mapping, covering static or dynamic approaches. Static SPM mapping algorithms map a fixed subset of the memory address space to SPM space at compile-time, and the contents of the SPM do not change during execution [127, 114, 115, 98]. Such rigid techniques typically target guaranteed worst-case execution times (WCET) for real-time applications and are vulnerable to the changing needs of unpredictable workloads consisting of multiple applications that start and stop unpredictably.

Dynamic SPM mapping techniques can be further divided into compile-time-driven dynamic approaches, and run-time approaches. Compile-time-driven dynamic SPM algorithms typically consider only a single application, or assume predictable workloads for multiple applications, which is unrealistic [125, 116, 122, 50, 97, 90, 133]. More recent run-time approaches augment dynamic compile-time mapping with a combination of hardware and operating system (OS) support to allow for reaction to runtime memory behavior of individual applications [48, 28, 11, 43, 37, 75]. However – unlike our SPMPool approach – these solutions do not consider simultaneous (spatial and temporal) sharing of the SPM space with other executing applications at runtime or do not provide solutions for multicore platforms.

To the best of our knowledge, for many-core systems with unpredictable concurrently executing workloads, SPMPool is the first SPM mapping technique that shares distributed on-chip memory resources across multiple executing applications. Furthermore, SPMPool adapts the mapping at run-time based on the relative memory needs of the concurrently-executing applications. In this work, memory requirements of applications are obtained by
offline profiling; but this can be replaced by any technique that quantifies memory requirement of applications. Our SPMPool approach complements other adaptive resource sharing/management approaches targeting compute-focused paradigms such as invasive computing [60, 107], by providing an adaptive approach for dynamic memory management/sharing.

2.4 SPMPool

Recall from Figure 2.1 that we apply the SPMPool approach to a many-core platform consisting of tiles connected through a Network-on-Chip (NoC), each containing a simple core and a local SRAM scratchpad bank. This platform supports workloads consisting of many applications with different memory characteristics, and includes a runtime manager to handle application scheduling.

Many modern mobile platforms support the concurrent execution of multiple independent applications on both shared and separate resources. In many-core systems, coherency is a major bottleneck for scalability. If a data is copied in different cores, the consistency of those copies should be guaranteed by the coherence protocol. If any thread updates one of these copies, all other copies should be invalidated which is very costly [135]. It has been shown by Clement et al. [31] that even one single contended cache line can destroy the potential scalability of an application.

To avoid this complexity, in our proposed architecture only a single copy of a piece of data may exist on-chip. We enforce this in the following ways:

1. Single-threaded applications run on one core.

2. Multi-threaded applications in which different threads do not share memory can be modeled and executed as multiple single-threaded applications on different cores.
3. For multi-threaded applications in which different threads share memory, only one copy of shared data will be exist in on-chip memory at any given time.

This architecture might degrade performance in some multi-threaded applications, but it obviates the need for a coherence protocol.

In this initial investigation we assume a flat memory hierarchy, i.e., data is not cached. Therefore, only one copy of any piece of data is held in on-chip memory, eliminating the necessity for us to implement any additional coherence protocol. This simplification allows us to explore diverse workloads at different scales in our experiments. The previous assumptions outline the framework in which we apply the SPMPool approach for the remainder of this work.

As shown in Figure 2.1, SPMPool consists of three different components:

1. *Pools-of-SPMs* in the tiled many-core computing platform with a NoC fabric, where applications mapped to each pool can share SPMs based on their varying workloads and dynamic memory needs. Each application has a private virtual address space, not shared with any other application.

2. *SPMPool Memory Manager*, which determines the placement of each executing application’s memory working set within a Pool-of-SPMs, while considering the memory requirements of all other applications executing within that Pool.

3. *SPMPool Architectural Assists* within each core, to enable sharing and accesses to remote SPMs within the shared Pool-of-SPMs.

We now describe the *SPMPool Memory Manager* (outlining exact and heuristic memory mapping algorithms), and the *SPMPool Architectural Assists* (for supporting intra-Pool sharing and remote SPM access).
2.4.1 SPMPool Memory Manager

Figure 2.5 gives an overview of the SPMPool Memory Manager. We assume that each application’s working set (set of pages accessed throughout execution) is tagged with a memory access weight representing the number of accesses to each page (generated through a preprocessing step).

In Phase A of Figure 2.5, the SPMPool Memory Manager is triggered by an SPMPool Event that corresponds to the application start or stop within the runtime system. For an application starting or stopping execution, SPMPool adjusts the internal bookkeeping to update the memory access weights corresponding to the working set.

In Phase B of Figure 2.5, the SPMPool Memory Manager generates a new memory mapping to share the SPMPool resources across the active applications within the Pool-of-SPMs. The output of Phase B is a virtual-to-physical memory map for each application with the
goal of reducing overall memory access latency of all applications within the Pool-of-SPMs.

Finally, in Phase C of Figure 2.5, the SPMPool Memory Manager performs memory migration for applications whose logical-to-physical address mappings have been modified. The runtime manager sends the changes in memory mapping to the affected applications as updates for their local translation tables (more details in Section 2.4.2). The Memory Manager triggers the physical memory movement, which includes the write-back to main memory of evicted SPM pages.

In the remainder of this section, we will explain each aspect of the SPMPool Memory Manager in more detail.

**SPMPool Event**

An SPMPool event is defined as a change in the workload that triggers the runtime manager to update the memory mapping. As previously mentioned, the event model consists of two types: application start and application stop. When either event occurs, there are some SPMPool-specific tasks to complete before the new memory map can be generated. In the case of application start, the runtime manager initially assigns application threads to random tiles with available compute resources. The manager also receives an incoming application’s page list and stores all lists for executing applications. This SPMPool-specific information is generated at compile-time, and is discussed later in this section. In the case of application stop, the application’s virtual pages are de-allocated from physical SPM pages and written back to main memory.

SPMPool needs to perform some preprocessing on application binaries to determine the working set of memory pages and the access pattern to those pages for each application. For every page in an application’s working set, an ordering of accesses to the given page is created. This is done by scanning a memory trace of a sample execution for the given
application. In order to assign a weight to data memory in advance, some information about that memory must be accessible. In this work, we assume that by profiling the applications offline, we can extract access information for data memory. The shortcoming of this approach is that by changing the inputs, control flow of the program or the address size and range of dynamic memory allocated with malloc will be changed. This problem is the primary focus of our current work in progress.

Using the page access information, a weight is generated for the page - in this chapter, this weight is simply the total number of times the associated page is accessed over the application’s entire execution. In multi-threaded applications, each thread has an individual weight list. If a page is shared between different threads of an application, its weight will be the aggregation of accesses from all threads. This page-weight will be included in the list of the thread with the most number of accesses to that page and tagged as a shared page. In other words, we have only one entry for each shared page in the application page-weight list. The application’s list of pages and associated weights is then passed to the SPMPool runtime upon the application’s entry into the system.

**SPMPool Memory Mapping**

Here we focus on the SPMPool Memory Mapping step (Phase B of Figure 2.5) outlining exact and heuristic formulations. The goal of SPMPool Memory Mapping is to select a subset from the many pages of concurrently executing applications and assign them to the limited number of on-chip SPM slots in order to minimize overall memory access latency (summation of all memory access latencies over every application in the working set during their course of execution). Remaining pages stay in off-chip memory. To make this selection feasible it is necessary to characterize the memory behavior of each application for comparison. For this work, we simplify this characterization by assigning each page its memory access weight that represents the number of times that page is accessed.
The exact formulation of the SPMPool Mapping Problem can be expressed as outlined in Optimization Problem 1. Note that for the completeness of memory mapping, main memory is also modeled as an SPM, but with different access time. It’s noteworthy that for a shared page, we keep the page entry only for one of the threads sharing that page. If this model changes, the mapping formulation will be slightly different. The output is a mapping of each application’s virtual page to one of the physical SPMs or to the off-chip memory, with the goal of minimizing the overall memory access latency. We assume that application threads are already mapped to tiles.

The SPMPool mapping optimization problem can be solved using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). We observe that the NP-hard Knapsack Problem is reducible to the SPMPool Mapping Problem. Therefore, SPMPool Mapping Problem is NP-hard and cannot be solved in polynomial time. We present below the mapping between Knapsack problem and SPMPool Mapping:

Assuming that the platform has C cores/SPMs, overall N pages fit in on-chip SPMs, and task mapping is known (each application is mapped to a core), we want to create a mapping between Knapsack problem and SPMPool Memory mapping problem. Consider Application A is mapped to core X. If page P of this application maps to SPM i, cost of one access from core X will be Cost(A, i) based on the distance to i; and overall cost will be (Access(A, P) \times Cost(A, i)). Page P can be mapped to any of the C SPMs in the platform. To map this situation to Knapsack problem, we can consider each of the C mappings, one item with weight 1 and Value of 1/(Access(A, P) \times Cost(A, i)). If we create these items for every page of every application, we will have items with weight 1 and different costs. Now, SPMPool memory mapping problem can be transformed to finding the set of items that can fit in a knapsack with weight N and has maximum value (minimum cost) which is called the knapsack problem.

For the sake of completeness, we implemented this exact formulation as an ILP and ran it
with the CPLEX solver \cite{67}. The ILP formulation generated results in the order of seconds for very small configurations (less than 16 cores) but saw an exponential increase in runtime with larger numbers of SPMs. The ILP solver ran out of memory for configurations larger than 49 SPMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Problem 1: SPMPool Mapping Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inputs:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP set of executing application threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM set of SPMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAGE set of virtual pages for each thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap(i) capacity (number of pages) in SPM(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost(i,j) cost of access from APP(i) to SPM(j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access(i, j) number of accesses to APP(i).PAGE(j) over the execution of APP(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall a \in APP, \forall p \in a.PAGE, \forall s \in SPM:$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Map(a, p, s) = \begin{cases} 1, &amp; \text{page } p \text{ in app } a \text{ allocated to spm } s \ 0, &amp; \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimize $\sum_{a \in APP, p \in PAGE, s \in SPM} Map(a, p, s) \times cost(a, s) \times access(a, p)$ (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject to $\forall a \in APP, \forall p \in a.PAGE:$ $\sum_{s \in SPM} Map(a, p, s) = 1$ (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall s \in SPM:$ $\sum_{a \in APP, p \in a.PAGE} Map(a, p, s) \leq Cap(s)$ (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.2) guarantees a unique mapping and (2.3) is the capacity constraint.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the search for an optimal memory mapping is infeasible, we developed heuristic Memory Mapping Policies to approximate the optimal mapping in polynomial time (analyzed in Section 2.5.5, with experiments in Section 2.5). Each mapping policy attempts to prioritize the pages with higher need for memory resources and consists of two phases:

1. Phase A – Deciding if a page should remain on-chip or go off-chip.

2. Phase B – Mapping virtual pages to physical memory locations.

These two phases encompass the entire memory placement decision process. We now describe
three policies: Most-accessed, Neighborhood, and Local-only. In all of these policies, input, output and goal is same as SPMPool Mapping problem:

**Most-accessed Policy** mapping attempts to maintain the most accessed set of pages (across all executing applications) within the Pool-of-SPMs. Based on the memory access weights assigned to each page, all executing applications’ pages are compared, and the most accessed overall are placed on-chip as close as possible to their home tile.

In Phase A (Algorithm 2), all threads’ working sets of pages are combined and sorted based on their access weight, resulting in a sorted page list of all pages in use by executing applications. We subsequently split this list into two sub-lists: the first \( N \) pages make up the on-chip list, where \( N \) is the total number of on-chip SPM pages; all remaining pages make up the off-chip list.

In Phase B (Algorithm 3), the pages in the on-chip list are assigned to SPMs: each page in descending order of weight is assigned to the free SPM page nearest its home core (the tile on which its owner thread is executing). All remaining pages (the off-chip list) are placed in off-chip memory. For each core, memory manager keeps an adjacency list: list of all other SPMs sorted based on the distance to those SPMs (how many hops are between them).

In the case of high core-contention, it is possible for the core to enter a fragmented state where some applications’ memory is far from the home core. Our experiments in Section 2.5.2 show that even in this case, SPMPool improves over the baseline due to on-chip memory

```plaintext
ALGORITHM 2: Most-Accessed Policy – Phase A

1. if thread_start then
2.     sorted_page_list = Merge(Sorted_page_list, new_pages);
3. if thread_stop then
4.     sorted_page_list = delete(Sorted_page_list, old_pages);
5. onchip_list = sorted_page_list[0..N-1];
6. offchip_list = sorted_page_list [N..end];
```
accesses being generally less costly than off-chip accesses.

**Neighborhood Policy** mapping attempts to place an application’s pages with high memory access weights in SPMs as close as possible to its home tile by first claiming all of the pages in its local SPM, and subsequently searching outward for free SPM space in the “neighborhood” of surrounding tiles (Algorithm 4).

Phase A and B are combined in this policy. For each page in the incoming application’s working set, if replacing an existing page would lower the overall access latency, the new page is assigned. If unable to place the new page, the search space for remote SPM allocation is progressively increased. This search for a destination is done in groups of SPMs defined as having an equal hop distance from the home tile. Once the search neighborhood is expanded past a threshold without an assignment, the pending page and all of the entering application’s remaining unmapped pages are relegated to off-chip memory.

**Local-only Policy** mapping (Algorithm 5) is the baseline that only allows each thread to use its local SPM. All pages in a thread are sorted based on their weight and the top $Cap(i)$ pages are mapped to the local SPM while the other pages are mapped to off-chip memory. $Cap(i)$ is the number of available pages in each SPM. This emulates policies that do not support remote SPM utilization. As a reminder, for each shared page, there is only one entry in one of the threads sharing that page.

---

**ALGORITHM 3: Most-accessed Policy – Phase B**

```plaintext
1 for page in sorted_page_list do
2    home = home_core(page);
3    for SPM in home.adjacency_list do
4        if SPM.has_free_slot() then
5            SPM.assign(page);
6            SPM.reduce_free_slots();
7            break;
```
2.4.2 SPMPool Architectural Assists

Recall from Figure 2.1 that the pooling of on-chip memory resources requires hardware and software architectural assists within each tile. To provide each application a virtual private address space (Figure 2.6a) with data that may be physically distributed throughout the on-chip network, SPMPool must allow the applications to both address and access remote

```
ALGORITHM 4: Neighborhood Policy

1 hop_distance = 1;
2 for page in sorted_page_list do
3    home = home_core(page);
4    for SPM in home.adjacency_list do
5       for SPM in home.SPM_list(hop_distance) do
6          if SPM.has_free_slot() then
7             SPM.assign(page);
8             break;
9          else
10             hop_distance++;
11    for SPM in home.SPM_list(hop_distance) do
12       if SPM.min_page_importance < page.importance then
13          SPM.evict(SPM.page_min_importance);
14          SPM.assign(page);
15          SPM.update_min_page_importance();
16          break;
17       if hop_distance > threshold then
18          break;
19    assign any remaining pages to main memory;
```

```
ALGORITHM 5: Local-only Policy

1 if thread_start then
2    onchip_list = thread.sorted_pages[0..S-1];
3    offchip_list = thread.sorted_pages[S..end];
4    SPM = thread.local_SPM;
5    for page in onchip_list do
6       SPM.assign(page);
7 if thread_stop then
8    thread.local_SPM.free();
```
SPMs, and store information about the physical location of their data.

Each tile has an augmented translation table that contains SPMPool mapping information. These SPMPool-specific translation tables specify virtual address to physical on-chip SPM address mappings for any of the application’s pages that are stored on-chip (Figure 2.6b). In multi-threaded applications, all the cores running different threads of the same application should have an entry for the shared pages (if those pages are mapped on-chip). Any memory access initially checks this translation table for the desired page. If an entry for the page exists, a local or remote SPM access is initiated depending on the mapping indicated. If an application’s page is not in its local translation table, the memory access defaults to a standard main memory access. For a remote SPM access, the virtual memory management generates an intermediate physical address (IPA) for each SPM page. In this scheme, the SPM IPAs (held in the translation tables) can be decoded to determine where the specific SPM page resides physically on chip. The MMU on each tile contains hardware to handle direct SPM access requests to and from remote tiles, along with a TLB to handle standard page access to main memory. Figure 2.7 illustrates a sample remote SPM access by an executing application.
The application executing on Core 0 initiates a memory load by sending the request to its local MMU, which contains the translation table. In this case, based on the virtual to IPA translation of the requested address, the MMU determines that the data resides on the remote SPM located on Tile 1. It sends a request over the NoC for the data, and that request is received and serviced directly by the MMU on Tile 1 (red path in Figure 2.7). The data is returned to the requesting core through the same path (green path in Figure 2.7).

2.5 Experimental Setup and Results

2.5.1 Experimental Setup

The SPMPool simulation infrastructure is designed to evaluate overall memory access latency of user-specified workloads on a variety of many-core configurations. We developed a Java-based simulator that implements the SPMPool runtime manager routine and calculates the memory access latency of the workload. The simulator takes as input the memory traces of all applications in the workload along with the access weight values of each application’s working set. The simulator models the flow of the SPMPool Memory Manager in Figure 2.5 and tracks all memory accesses throughout execution of the workload. For our experiments, we used a variety of benchmarks from SPEC2006 [62], MiBench [55] and PARSEC [17] suites that have varying memory-use characteristics, and combined them to create diverse

Figure 2.7: Example remote SPM access.
workloads. To generate each workload, benchmarks and their associated entry time were selected randomly, all running to completion (the details are described in the following sections). Memory traces are obtained by running benchmarks with gem5 simulator [19]. These memory traces are the inputs of SPMPool simulator. The traces were parsed by the SPMPool analyzer to determine the memory access weight of each page for every application. For this set of experiments the memory access weight is the number of times a page is accessed by its application.

To calculate the latency of each memory access, we considered the time required to communicate between the source and destination tiles and the time required to access the memory bank. Noxim [47] was used to statically obtain the NoC communication delay per-hop accounting for network contention using random-injection. CACTI [92] was used to obtain memory bank access latency. The cost of access from each core to each SPM (number of cycles) is shown in Table 2.2. These cost numbers are obtained by adding the numbers extracted from Noxim and CACTI. Each tile is associated with a 64KB SPM. All virtual and

| SPM #: | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | Off-chip |
|-------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|--------|
| Core 0 | 1 | 6 | 9 | 12 | 7 | 9 | 11 | 14 | 9 | 12 | 13 | 16 | 11 | 13 | 16 | 18 | 90 |
| Core 1 | 6 | 1 | 7 | 9 | 9 | 7 | 9 | 11 | 11 | 9 | 12 | 14 | 14 | 11 | 14 | 17 | 90 |
| Core 2 | 9 | 7 | 1 | 7 | 11 | 9 | 7 | 9 | 14 | 11 | 9 | 12 | 16 | 14 | 11 | 14 | 90 |
| Core 3 | 12 | 9 | 6 | 1 | 13 | 10 | 9 | 7 | 15 | 13 | 11 | 9 | 17 | 16 | 13 | 11 | 90 |
| Core 4 | 7 | 8 | 11 | 14 | 1 | 6 | 9 | 11 | 7 | 9 | 12 | 14 | 9 | 11 | 14 | 16 | 90 |
| Core 5 | 9 | 7 | 9 | 11 | 7 | 1 | 6 | 9 | 9 | 7 | 9 | 12 | 12 | 8 | 11 | 13 | 97 |
| Core 6 | 12 | 9 | 6 | 9 | 9 | 7 | 1 | 7 | 12 | 10 | 7 | 9 | 13 | 11 | 9 | 11 | 96 |
| Core 7 | 13 | 11 | 8 | 7 | 12 | 9 | 6 | 1 | 13 | 11 | 9 | 6 | 16 | 14 | 11 | 9 | 90 |
| Core 8 | 8 | 11 | 13 | 16 | 7 | 9 | 11 | 14 | 1 | 6 | 9 | 12 | 6 | 8 | 11 | 13 | 90 |
| Core 9 | 11 | 9 | 12 | 13 | 9 | 7 | 10 | 12 | 7 | 1 | 7 | 9 | 9 | 6 | 9 | 11 | 96 |
| Core 10 | 14 | 11 | 9 | 12 | 11 | 9 | 7 | 9 | 9 | 7 | 1 | 7 | 11 | 9 | 6 | 9 | 96 |
| Core 11 | 16 | 14 | 10 | 9 | 14 | 11 | 9 | 7 | 11 | 9 | 6 | 1 | 13 | 11 | 9 | 7 | 90 |
| Core 12 | 11 | 13 | 16 | 18 | 9 | 11 | 14 | 16 | 7 | 9 | 12 | 14 | 1 | 6 | 9 | 11 | 90 |
| Core 13 | 13 | 11 | 14 | 16 | 12 | 9 | 12 | 14 | 10 | 7 | 9 | 12 | 7 | 1 | 7 | 9 | 90 |
| Core 14 | 16 | 13 | 11 | 14 | 13 | 12 | 9 | 11 | 11 | 9 | 7 | 9 | 9 | 7 | 1 | 7 | 90 |
| Core 15 | 18 | 16 | 13 | 11 | 15 | 14 | 11 | 9 | 13 | 11 | 9 | 7 | 12 | 10 | 6 | 1 | 90 |
physical memory is divided into 4KB pages. There are no caches present, and we assume all data and instructions are stored in RAM. We conservatively assumed a bandwidth of 8GB/s for on-chip communication and 160 MB/s for accessing main memory to calculate overheads (real platforms have higher bandwidth e.g., Intel SSC supports 64GB/s [64]). Simultaneous accesses to one memory bank is not considered in our simulations.

### 2.5.2 Experimental Results - X86

Table 2.3 lists the benchmarks and number of different sets of inputs used in our experiments. To generate each workload, benchmarks and their associated entry time were selected randomly, all running to completion. Memory traces were extracted by executing the benchmarks on x86 architecture. We extracted the traces from gem5 simulator [19] while executing the benchmark.

Figure 2.8 depicts the dynamic memory characteristics of the benchmarks. The graphs show the number of accesses to the highest ranked pages of a sample execution. The varied access patterns of these benchmarks make them good candidates for SPMPool working set. Also it is shown by Jaleel [73] that about 50% of all instructions in these SPEC benchmarks are memory accesses. Hence, reducing memory access latency leads to considerable improvement in execution time.

In the following, we discuss three sets of experiments. The first set shows the memory access latency improvement for different utilization points of the same configuration. In the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Combinatorial Optimization</th>
<th>Artificial Intelligence</th>
<th>Video Compression</th>
<th>Image Ray-tracing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>gobmk</td>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>povray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of different input sets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
second set, the SPMPool Memory Mapping Policies are studied. In the third set, workload dependence of SPMPool is studied. Every simulation shown is run with a unique randomly generated workload.

**Latency improvement for different utilizations**

Figure 2.9 shows the improvement in overall memory access latency achieved by the SPMPool most-accessed placement policy over the local-only policy for both 4x4 (16 cores) and 8x8 (64 cores) configurations at different utilization points. Utilization is the percentage of concurrently active cores throughout runtime. At low utilization points (≤25%), SPMPool reduces memory access latency by more than 35% for both 4x4 and 8x8 configurations. As the number of utilized cores increases, the advantage of SPMPool over non-sharing organizations decreases. However, we still observe about 7% reduction in overall memory latency when the 8x8 configuration is 100% utilized. In any fixed utilization, for different sets of
Improvement(%) Utilization as % of cores active

Figure 2.9: Percentage of overall memory access time improvement achieved by the SPMPool most-accessed placement policy over the local-only policy.

applications and scheduling, we observe a significant variation (up to 25%) between memory access latency improvements, so we don’t necessarily observe a consistent relationship between configurations through the different utilizations. For this set of experiments, SPMPool reduces memory access latency by up to 55% at the lowest utilization points by sharing the vast amount of unutilized SPM resources.

Policy comparison for different configurations

Figure 2.10 includes a comprehensive comparison of the SPM mapping policies introduced in this chapter, for different utilizations on configurations from 4x4 (16 cores) to 16x16 (256 cores). One additional placement policy studied is a simplified version of the most-accessed policy. The most-accessed policy re-maps all on-chip memory pages every time it generates a memory map, which can induce excess memory migration overhead. In the simplified most-accessed policy, memory migration is limited to between on- and off-chip memory only, not between SPMs.

To be more specific, if a page is currently assigned to one of the SPMs, and the new memory mapping changes its location, we move that page only if it is mapped to off-chip memory in the new mapping. By this restriction, we can reduce the overhead of memory
Figure 2.10: Scalability analysis by comparing total memory access latency normalized to local-only policy

migration significantly. The range of utilizations simulated for 4x4 and 8x8 consisted of five points from 10% to 100%. The 16x16 configuration was run for simulations from 12% to 75% utilization. The threshold for neighborhood policy used was 10 hops, as we did not observe significant improvement beyond this point. For efficiency we restrict migration to between on- and off-chip.

We observe in Figure 2.10 that the overall memory access latency is reduced in all cases over the local policy. The most-accessed policy yields the greatest reduction, but all SPMPool Policies are able to reduce latency for all configuration sizes from 4x4 to 16x16, even at high utilizations (≥50%). Also, given the trends in dark silicon [44], we can expect that 100% utilization may not be a common use-case for beyond hundreds of cores\(^3\): hence our SPMPool strategies can be expected to yield significant performance improvement, especially when platform resources are not completely utilized. In the best case SPMPool reduces memory access latency by 76%, 55%, and 48% for 4x4, 8x8, and 16x16 configurations respectively at ~10% utilization.

Relative performance between SPMPool Policies changes as configuration size grows to hundreds of cores (Figure 2.10). For 4x4 and 8x8 configurations, both versions of the most-

\(^3\)Replacing cores with memory doesn't solve the dark silicon problem. Although we cannot turn on all cores simultaneously, they are useful for thermal management and aging reduction using activity migration and other techniques
accessed policy outperform the neighborhood policy. However, as configuration size grows, the severity of across-chip remote SPM access penalty increases, and as a result the neighborhood policy outperforms the simplified most-accessed policy for the 16x16 configuration. SPMPool shows promise as configuration scales to hundreds of cores: for 16x16 at 50% utilization we observed a minimum of 18% latency reduction.

**Workload Dependence**

In Section 2.5.2 interdependency of system utilization and performance is studied. But the SPMPool performance is not only dependent on the utilization, it is also highly related to the workload (i.e., set of concurrently executing applications and their inputs) and how it is scheduled. Even if the utilization is kept constant, a change in workload may significantly impact memory requirements, and subsequently the performance of SPMPool. In our experiments we observed a significant variation (up to 25%) between memory access latency improvements for different workloads (for a fixed utilization). Figure 2.11 shows the maximum latency improvement variation for different workloads.

![4x4 Improvement Variation](image)

Figure 2.11: Maximum improvement Variation (%) between sets of applications for 4x4 configurations.
Table 2.4: Off-chip memory access ratio of most-accessed policy versus local-only policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utilization</th>
<th>Memory Access Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4x4 Config</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power consumption

Access to off-chip memory is an order of magnitude more costly than on-chip accesses in terms of power consumption. Although SPMPool Policies primarily target the reduction of latency as the main goal, they can also reduce the number of off-chip memory accesses significantly. Consequently we estimate that using SPMPool improves system power consumption. Table 2.4 shows the ratio for off-chip accesses of the most-accessed policy versus the local-only policy, demonstrating the potential for concomitant power reduction.

2.5.3 Experimental Results - ARM

Because SPMPool targets embedded systems, we must explore its effects on appropriate architectures and workloads. Therefore, we selected different benchmarks from MiBench [55] – an embedded benchmark suite – to execute on an ARM architecture configuration. The selected benchmarks represent different embedded application domains. Table 3.1 lists the benchmarks and number of different inputs used in this set of experiments. Memory traces were extracted by executing the benchmarks with gem5 simulator on ARM architecture. The set of benchmarks and their entry time were selected randomly.

Figure 2.12 illustrates the improvement in overall memory access latency for both 4x4 (16 cores) and 8x8 (64 cores) configurations at different utilization points. We compared the
Table 2.5: List of benchmarks used from MiBench suite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Number of inputs</th>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Number of inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>typeset</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>patricia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>lame</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Telecomm</td>
<td>fft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Telecomm</td>
<td>gsm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>bitcount</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>blowfish</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>susan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>stringsearch</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*most-accessed* placement policy to the *local-only* policy baseline. The results are compliant with the results on X86 architecture, illustrated in Section 2.5.2. SPMPool can reduce the memory access latency significantly in low utilization points (up to 72%). As the number of concurrently executing tasks increases, the increased resource conflicts between different tasks reduces the benefits of SPMPool.

Figure 2.12: Percentage of overall memory access latency improvement of SPMPool (most-accessed policy) for MiBench benchmarks on ARM architecture over the local-only policy.

2.5.4 Experimental Results for Multi-threaded applications

SPMPool supports multi-threaded applications with shared data (details in Section 2.4). In lieu of implementing a coherence protocol in our memory architecture, SPMPool does not support data duplication of shared memory. Instead, mechanisms are included to allow access by multiple threads to a single copy of a shared piece of data. To exercise this use
case, we ran a set of experiments with multi-threaded workloads. The baseline policy forced all shared data to remain in off-chip memory. Unlike previously discussed experiments, the purpose of these experiments was primarily to demonstrate functionality, not quantify improvements.

PARSEC, a multi-threaded benchmark suite, was used for creating the workload. Table 2.6 lists the benchmarks and number of different sets of inputs used in these experiments. To generate each workload, benchmarks and their associated entry time were selected randomly, all running to completion. Memory traces were extracted by executing the benchmarks with gem5 simulator, each running 4 threads. Due to limitations in our simulator, we did not simulate locking mechanisms for accessing the shared memory.

The overall memory access latency of SPMPool is compared to the baseline (shared data in main memory) in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 for both 4x4 and 8x8 configurations at different utilization points. Using a mechanism which enables bringing shared data to on-chip memory can decrease the memory access latency significantly. In low utilization points, SPMPool could achieve up to 86% improvement in memory access latency. In high utilization points, this improvement is still compelling (more than 60%). As keeping coherency of data is a major obstacle in multi and many-core systems, these results show the benefits of SPMPool in systems without any coherency protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Number of inputs</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Number of inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x264</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facesim</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ferret</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>freqmine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2.5.5 Overhead

The sources of overhead imposed by SPMPool include communication, computation, storage, and memory migration. Frequency of change in the system impacts the overhead; more SPMPool events lead to more overhead. Architectural assists added to each core impose some hardware overhead in the form of storage. Translations of virtual addresses to intermediate physical addresses, and memory address weights must be stored on each core for its locally executing application. There is no other explicit added hardware in SPMPool. The SPMPool Memory Manager incurs communication overhead due to the need to send memory mapping updates to affected cores. These cores will halt the execution of their applications until translation tables are updated and memory migration is completed. In this section, the different overhead components of SPMPool are analyzed, demonstrating that SPMPool has a relatively low overhead. Note that even without SPMPool, some book-keeping and memory migration is inevitable for any SPM-based system.

**Communication and Computation Overhead**

The SPMPool runtime manager communicates with cores to generate a new memory map. On application start, the application’s memory access weights are sent to the Manager. On

![4x4 Memory Access Latency](image)

**Figure 2.13:** comparison of memory access latency between SPMPool and baseline (shared data in main memory) for 4x4 platform
application stop, the application sends a message to the Manager to indicate its completion. After creating a new memory map, the Manager sends messages to update the translation table on each affected tile. Assuming $N$ is the page capacity of all SPMs, the manager needs to send and receive at most $2*N$ messages on each event, which grows linearly with the configuration size.

We consider the most-accessed mapping policy in Section 2.4.1 for estimating the overhead of updating the memory map (the overhead of other mapping policies can be obtained similarly). The mapping policy first decides if a page should remain on-chip or go off-chip. This involves merging pre-sorted lists which can be done in $O(N) = O(\#\text{SPMs} \times \#\text{pages-per-SPM})$. Next, it maps virtual pages to physical memory locations. This involves traversing the list of all SPMs for each page and can be done in $O(N \times \#\text{SPMs}) = O(\#\text{SPMs}^2 \times \#\text{pages-per-SPM} \times \#\text{SPMs})$. As $\#\text{pages-per-SPM}$ is a constant number, the computational complexity of the mapping algorithm is $O(\#\text{SPMs}^2)$. All overhead incurred by the SPMPool runtime manager to this point does not require any applications to suspend execution and therefore has a low impact on the overhead of the entire system.

![8x8 Memory Access Latency](image)

Figure 2.14: Comparison of memory access latency between SPMPool and baseline (shared data in main memory) for 8x8 platform
Storage Overhead

To maintain the virtual to physical memory mapping and efficiently execute the mapping algorithm, the Manager and each tile need to hold some SPMPool-specific information. If the total capacity of SPMPool is $N$ pages, the manager needs to keep the number of accesses for $\#\text{apps} \times N$ pages. To locate its data in physical memory, each tile needs to have a translation table for any on-chip pages belonging to the application executing on its core. This table is also necessary for non-SPMPool organizations.

For instance, in an 8x8 configuration with the characteristics mentioned in Section 2.5, $N$ is $64 \times 16 = 1024$. If each page entry in the runtime manager needs 20 bytes to store the memory access weight, the runtime manager needs $64 \times 20 \times 1024 = 1.3$MB of storage. 10KB of data is sufficient for each tile to maintain its translation table.

Memory Migration Overhead

After generating a new memory map, some application pages may need to be moved between off-chip and on-chip memory, as well as between SPMs. During this migration, affected applications should halt their execution. Even in non-SPMPool organizations, some degree of memory migration is inevitable. Due to the fact that SPMs are typically small (64KB
in this work), and interconnection networks are relatively high bandwidth, overhead due to memory migration is low. We monitored the memory migration in our simulator for the experiments described in Section 2.5. We computed the overall memory migration latency and compared it to the total simulated execution time to estimate the memory migration overhead. Our results, shown in Figure 2.15, show that for 4x4 and 8x8 configurations the memory migration overhead is relatively small for most cases – in the range of 2 percent to 6 percent considering the most-accessed policy. Overhead for the 8x8 configuration is slightly higher than 4x4 configuration. For example, if we consider 25% utilization in 4x4 configuration, 1.44 billion cycles are spent for memory accesses with an overhead of 70 million cycles. In the same utilization point, the memory access latency and overhead for 8x8 configuration are 7.71B and 370M cycles respectively. This trend continues to systems with configuration size of 16x16. The overhead increases with system configuration size due to longer communication paths and more memory migrations.

If we account for all types of overhead outlined above, SPMPool incurs a relatively small burden in terms of time and memory overhead for systems sized at a couple of hundred cores.

2.6 Discussion

2.6.1 Scalability and multi-agent management

As the number of cores reaches 256, the scalability of the current version of SPMPool becomes an issue – an on-chip memory access may be more costly than an off-chip access in the most extreme cases. Multiple pools become necessary due to severe delay accessing remote tiles across chip. A single centralized runtime manager is no longer sufficient and we must move to a distributed management topology. This opens up new challenges in managing distributed pools of SPMs which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.6.2 Sensitivity to Application Mapping

Relative assignment of applications to cores in NUMA many-cores affects the memory access latency of the system. For all experiments discussed to this point, we assumed each application upon dispatch is randomly mapped to an available core without any knowledge of current programs executing. To quantify the degree of impact application placement has on a memory placement technique such as SPMPool, we re-evaluated a subset of the previous experiments while employing an alternative application mapping strategy. This placement strategy searches for a chip region with memories that are accessed least by existing cores. The SPMs in this region potentially have the minimum amount of conflicts with other cores in terms of memory accesses, and contain the least critical data on-chip for existing applications.

All the experiments have been performed for moderately sized many-cores (less than 100 cores) and as shown in Figures 2.16a and 2.16b, the impact of using an intelligent task placement policy, such as our minimum conflict policy, on overall memory access latency is negligible for any memory placement strategy discussed in this chapter. Large sized many-cores should be studied separately for the effects of task mapping tied with memory mapping on the overall SPMPool performance.

![4x4 Task Placement Impact](image1)
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Figure 2.16: Memory access latency for the same workload using different task placement policies.
2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented SPMPool, a strategy for sharing SPMs across multiple simultaneously executing applications on a many-core platform. To the best of our knowledge, SPMPool is the first approach to provide dynamic runtime memory management for unpredictable workload supporting SPM sharing. SPMPool reacts to unpredictable workloads by dynamically updating the memory mapping at runtime as the set of concurrently executing applications changes. We demonstrated that SPMPool can achieve 48% reduction in overall memory access latency for a 256-core platform by sharing underutilized SPM resources among concurrently executing applications. Analysis of our implementation indicated that the observed SPMPool benefits could be achieved at a relatively low overhead.

In a platform with hundreds of cores, a central memory management is very inefficient. In Chapter 3, we propose different schemes to manage platforms with hundreds of cores in a distributed manner. Also in this chapter, we assumed that applications are profiled offline. Moreover, SPM re-mapping routine is only triggered when applications start or stop their execution. These assumptions help to introduce the concept of SPMPool, but are not realistic or efficient in real systems. In Chapter 4, we propose an online memory phase detection scheme in order to increase the adaptivity of memory management to application changes which also addresses the quantification of memory requirements without offline profiling.
Chapter 3

Auction-Based Memory Mapping in Many-core Systems

3.1 Introduction

Growing computing resources on a chip is commonly exploited in the form of multi and many-core platforms and the increase in the number of cores is projected to continue for the near future (Chapter 1). Many-core platforms provide the opportunity to execute a dynamic and unpredictable workload where many applications—with different resource requirements—can be executed concurrently.

Concurrently running applications compete for the available resources. A competent runtime management mechanism is required to fulfill applications requirements, efficiently use resources, increase the performance of the entire system, meet power and thermal requirements, and resolve the conflicts between competing applications. The resource management problem becomes more complicated in many-core platforms, due to higher number of resources and competing applications.
A central management scheme can govern a small platform with a few number of cores efficiently [18, 96, 49, 103]. When platform size approaches hundreds of cores, a central manager becomes incapable of administering the entire system with a reasonable overhead due to:

- Increased communication distance: more time and energy is needed to send data to or receive it from the manager.

- Network congestion and creation of a hotspot: every sensing, monitoring, or command is directed to or originates from the manager. This creates a thermal and communication hotspot.

- Increased storage requirement: for bookkeeping of applications and their data, the manager needs to store all applications' information which increases excessively with high number of resources and applications.

- Increased computation: the number of computations for the resource assignment problem is dependent on the size of problem and imposes a huge overhead in presence of hundreds of cores and applications.

- Single point of failure: the manager’s failure can stop the entire system from functioning which is an important dependability concern.

Therefore, using a central manager degrades system performance significantly and makes any management system unscalable. To solve this problem, a distributed management scheme should be employed to increase the efficiency of resource management in many-core systems.

Several approaches have been introduced to govern many-core platforms in a distributed manner. In most of these approaches, the entire platform is divided into different clusters and an agent manages each cluster. These clusters might be fixed-size or determined by a central manager at arrival time of applications ([4, 5]) or might expand and shrink based on
completely distributed mechanisms through local communication mechanisms ([46, 34, 79, 129]). The majority of proposed approaches only target task to core mapping.

Some management systems use market-based algorithms to tackle resource assignment problems. In these systems, some agents try to maximize their benefit by obtaining resources (objects) of the system. Auction is one of the oldest mechanisms used in trading and commerce. It has been shown that exploiting principles of an auction mechanism is a successful approach to assigning resources to agents [77, 14, 16, 15, 132, 86, 42, 45, 88, 137, 87, 134, 35]). Most required computations for auction-based assignment mechanisms can be performed in parallel and executed with central or distributed management – with or without shared memory.

We have proposed SPMPool (Chapter 2) as a platform to share SPM resources in many-core platforms. In SPMPool, memory resources are assigned to applications based on applications' requirements. Performance of SPMPool is dependent on the efficiency of memory mapping policies and overhead of memory management. The management scheme introduced in Chapter 2 is a central scheme and has the above-mentioned limitations when moving toward hundreds of cores. Thus, using a distributed management for SPMPool is inevitable to manage the resulting complexity.

The efficiency and flexibility that auction based algorithms provide make them good candidates for memory mapping in many-core systems. In this chapter, we model the memory mapping problem of SPMPool using an auction mechanism and propose a two layer management approach for platforms with hundreds of cores. In this approach, the platform is divided into different pools and each pool has a local manager that acts as an agent. Agents use the distributed auction mechanism to claim the resources in other pools.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 reviews the existing distributed resource management schemes and auction based resource assignment methods. Section 3.3
outlines the memory mapping problem of SPMPool as an auction mechanism. In Section 3.4, a two layer distributed approach for managing SPMPool is proposed. Experimental setup and results are discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2 Related Work

Runtime resource management of multi and many-core architectures becomes very challenging in the face of increasing available resources and abundant number of applications with variable requirements. To fulfill the growing demand for adaptivity, numerous runtime management schemes have been proposed which can be categorized in two general class of central and distributed management. Central management schemes are effective for relatively small platforms. The ACTORS approach [18] allocates virtual platforms to each application and the manager maps virtual resources to available physical resources. Nollet et al. [96] used A runtime task migration based on an NOC resource management heuristic. A feedback control and optimization is used by Fu et al. [49] to minimize the power consumption by monitoring CPU utilization of cores and applying core-level DVFS. Sabin et al. [103] used an iterative approach to assign proper number of cores to parallel jobs.

A centralized scheme is incapable of managing many-core platforms with hundreds of cores. Accordingly, several distributed schemes have been proposed to manage many-core platforms. Anagnostopoulos et al. [4, 5] propose a central manager which analyzes incoming applications and dispatches them to local managers. An agent based distributed mapping, called ADAM, is used by Al Faruque et al. [46]. It implements a cluster negotiation algorithm to form virtual clusters at runtime and a heuristic algorithm is in charge of task mapping inside each cluster. An enhanced re-clustering technique for task mapping is proposed by Cui et al. [34].
In the invasive computing paradigm [59] an application may dynamically expand on parallel cores or retreat based on the possible/required parallelism. A runtime management for this paradigm, called DistRM, is introduced by Kobbe et al. [79]. In DistRM, each agent is associated with an application and autonomously tries to increase the speedup of its application by searching for cores on the chip. A hierarchical and multi objective distributed resource management is proposed by Bellasi et al. [13]. Weichslgartner et al. [129] proposed a decentralized scheme for mapping of tree-structure application. Each application initiates mapping autonomously and each process embeds its succeeding tasks only with local view of neighbor nodes. Also different distributed thermal management schemes have been used in many-core platforms (e.g., Ge et al. [51] and Sartoti et al. [105]). To the best of our knowledge, no viable distributed solution for memory mapping has been proposed in many-core systems.

Market based resource allocation algorithms such as auction-based algorithms have been studied for many years. Auction is a basic mechanism in markets in which some bidders try to acquire some objects. If an object (with predefined initial price) is desirable for some bidders, they try to obtain the object by bidding on it and each bid increases the price of the object. This process ends when the price is so high that it’s not desirable for other bidders and the highest bidder gets hold of the object. In auction based algorithms, some agents try to maximize their benefits by bidding on and obtaining the resources of the system. Different variations of auction algorithms such as open and sealed bid, ascending-bid, descending bid, first-price sealed-bid, and second-price sealed bid auction have been proposed and discussed in auction theory [77]. The initial work to use auction as a mechanism for resource assignment goes back to the late 1970s in which Bertsekas [14] proposed an auction mechanism to solve the basic assignment problem when the number of agents and bidders are equal. Bertsekas [16] also outlined parallel synchronous and asynchronous variations of this mechanism. An asynchronous auction algorithm without accessing shared memory is presented by Zavlanos et al. [132]. In this mechanism, each agent bids on objects based on the current view of the
prices. Some prices might be outdated at any particular time, but the view of the system will be updated eventually after passing the information between agents.

Auction algorithms have been used to solve assignment and optimization problems in different fields of computer science. The distributed nature of this algorithm makes it a viable solution for distributed task allocation in different domains such as wireless sensor networks ([86, 42]), peer to peer networks ([45]), and multi-robot environments ([88, 137]). Resource allocation is a critical part of cloud computing and variations of the auction mechanism has been used to optimize it (e.g., Lin et al. [87]). Zhang et al. [134] used auction mechanism for resource allocation in mobile cloud computing systems. Also it is a popular method for scheduling tasks in grids ([35, 52, 117]). Network resource allocation systems has also benefited from market-based algorithm. For instance, Sun et al. [118] used auction algorithm for wireless channel allocation.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to manage the memory mapping of a many-core system in a distributed manner, using the auction mechanism. Despite all the efforts in using auction-based resource management, it has not been exploited and evaluated in SPM mapping.

### 3.3 Auction Mechanism for Central Management of SPMPool

The auction algorithm is one of the important methods to solve the assignment problem. In this section we illustrate how the auction algorithm can be exploited to solve the SPM mapping problem of SPMPool, introduced in Section 2.4.1. As a reminder, SPMPool memory manager uses a central management scheme and some heuristics to solve this problem. We show how to solve the same problem more efficiently using an auction algorithm.
In a generic assignment problem, \( n \) objects are assigned to \( n \) persons (one object each). Assume object \( j \) has price \( p_j \) and person \( i \) will be benefited \( a_{ij} \) by obtaining object \( j \); so the net benefit of obtaining object \( j \) for person \( i \) is \( a_{ij} - p_j \). The objective of the assignment problem is to find a one-to-one assignment that maximizes the total benefit: \( \max \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_{ij} - p_j \).

Bertsekas [15] showed that assignment problem is equal to the economic equilibrium problem and formulated an auction algorithm to obtain economic equilibrium in which each person acts as an economic agent and tries to maximize its own benefit. We use this auction algorithm to model the SPM mapping problem.

### 3.3.1 SPM Mapping Problem Modeling

SPMPool Memory Mapping, introduced in Section 2.4.1, selects a subset from the numerous pages of concurrently executing applications and assigns them to the limited number of on-chip SPM slots in order to minimize overall memory access latency. In this section, we propose a solution to SPMPool memory mapping using the auction scheme.

To model memory mapping as an auction mechanism, we need to specify objects and their initial prices, bidders and their potential benefits by obtaining each object, and the auction algorithm. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the model to represent the SPM mapping in many-core systems as an auction mechanism:

1. Objects: each SPM and Main Memory page is an object. All SPM pages have the same price and all Main Memory pages have the same price at the beginning.

2. Bidders: each application page is a bidder. The number of objects should be at least equal to the number of bidders. Application pages (bidders) usually outnumber the available SPM pages; therefore, objects representing main memory pages should be
Figure 3.1: Modeling SPM mapping problem with auction mechanism

added to make the number of bidders and objects equal. The benefit of obtaining each object (memory page) should be defined based on the distance between the bidder (application page) and the object (memory pages), and also the number of accesses to the bidder.

3. Final assignment: executing the action algorithm maps each application page (bidder) to a SPM or Main Memory page (object).

Auction Algorithm

To illustrate capabilities of the auction scheme to solve the memory mapping problem, an auction algorithm with central management is presented in this section. The runtime system maps incoming applications to unutilized cores. Incoming applications send a list of their pages, alongside with the number of accesses, to the manager. The manager is responsible for creating objects and bidders –based on the above-mentioned model– and also for performing the auction algorithm. The basic auction algorithm, proposed by Bertsekas [15], is used to perform the auctioning. The auction algorithm used to determine SPM mapping is illustrated in Algorithm 6. In the beginning of this process, the manager creates objects and bidders of
the auction process based on number of accesses to each application page and the distance between application pages and SPM pages (Lines 1-6). In an iterative process, all unassigned bidders bid on the objects that maximize their benefits (Lines 7-16).

Assume memory page $j$ (called object $j$ from this point on) has price $p_j$ and application page $i$ (called bidder $i$ from this point on) will be benefited $a_{ij}$ by obtaining object $j$. So the net benefit of obtaining object $j$ for bidder $i$ is $a_{ij} - p_j$ and every bidder tries to get the maximum benefit by receiving object $\text{max}_i$ (Line 11):

$$a_{i\text{max}_i} - p_{\text{max}_i} = \max_{j=1..n} \{a_{ij} - p_j\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

By receiving $\text{max}_i$, bidder $i$ is happy and the system is in equilibrium if everybody is happy. The following process which finds the equilibrium for the entire system is called auction.

**Algorithm 6:** Auction algorithm to determine SPM mapping

| Input: all SPM pages with initial price, all application pages with number of accesses, placement of SPM pages and application pages on the platform; |
| Output: application page to SPM page mapping |

```
1  objects = new_set();
2  bidders = new_set();
3  for sp in SPM pages do
4    objects.add(create_object(sp));
5  for ap in application pages do
6    bidders.add(create_bidder(sp));
7  while unassigned_bidder do
8    bids = new_set();
9    for i in bidders do
10       if unassigned(i) then
11          $a_{i\text{max}_i} - p_{\text{max}_i} = \max_{j=1..n} \{a_{ij} - p_j\}$;
12          $\text{max}_i = \text{arg max}_{j=1..n} \{a_{ij} - p_j\}$;
13          $v_i = a_{i\text{max}_i} - p_{\text{max}_i}$;
14          $w_i = \max_{j \neq \text{max}_i} \{a_{ij} - p_j\}$;
15          $p_{\text{max}_i} = p_{\text{max}_i} + (v_i - w_i)$;
16          bids.add(create_bid($\text{max}_i, p_{\text{max}_i}$));
17  evaluate(bids);
```
The auction algorithm is an iterative routine. At the beginning of each iteration, if all bidders are happy, the auction algorithm will be terminated. Otherwise, all unhappy bidders try to maximize their benefit by bidding on their desired objects. Some unhappy bidder, for example bidder i, finds the best object $\text{max}_i$ which maximizes the benefit (Line 12):

$$\text{max}_i = \arg\max_{j=1..n} \{a_{ij} - p_j\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

By obtaining $\text{max}_i$, the net benefit of bidder i will be (Line 13):

$$v_i = a_{\text{imax}_i} - p_{\text{max}_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Bidder i also finds the net benefit of obtaining second best object (Line 14):

$$w_i = \max_{j \neq \text{max}_i} \{a_{ij} - p_j\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

Bidder i acquires object $\text{max}_i$ –takes it from the previous owner– and increases the price of object $\text{max}_i$ such that the net benefit of obtaining $\text{max}_i$ becomes equal to obtaining the second best objects. The new price of object $\text{max}_i$ will be (Line 15):

$$p_{\text{max}_i} = p_{\text{max}_i} + (v_i - w_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

This can be viewed as an auction process in which bidder i bids on the object $\text{max}_i$ with the value of $v_i - w_i$. The manager performs this process for all unhappy bidders.

If multiple bidders are equally interested in multiple objects, there might be a situation in which bidders exchange the objects without increasing the price of those objects. In that case, the auction process never terminates. To fix this problem, Bertsekas [15] proposed
a variation of auction algorithm inspired by real auctions. In this variation of auction
algorithm, bidder \( i \) is almost happy if the net benefit of assigned object is within \( \epsilon \) of its
maximal net benefit:

\[
a_{i_{\text{max}}} - p_{\text{max},i} \geq \max_{j=1..n} \{a_{ij} - p_j\} - \epsilon \tag{3.6}
\]

The auction process will terminate when all agents are almost happy. To incorporate this
change, each bid value should be at least \( \epsilon \), in the other words, each bidder should raise the
price of the desired object by \( v_i - w_i + \epsilon \):

\[
p_{\text{max},i} = p_{\text{max},i} + (v_i - w_i + \epsilon) \tag{3.7}
\]

By termination of this process, each application page (bidder) is mapped to an object
(memory pages) and the SPM mapping is complete.

**Auction Modeling Challenges**

Although auction algorithms are proven to be very efficient in resource assignment problems,
some factors can affect the efficiency of this model significantly.

1. **Defining Benefit Function:**
   The auction algorithm tries to maximize the benefit for all bidders. Each bidder
   (application page) should define a benefit value for obtaining an object (SPM or main
   memory page) which should determine the relative preference of application pages for
   SPM pages. SPMs are more beneficial for application pages with higher number of
   accesses, so those application pages should have higher benefit values. Applications
   prefer to obtain closer SPM pages because the access latency is lower (ideally, everyone
   tries to get its local SPM). Therefore, closer SPMs should have higher benefit for
Considering the above mentioned characteristics of benefit values, we propose and use the following benefit function for every pair of bidder-object:

\[
Benefit(bidder, object) = f(#access, distance) = (-1) \times #access \times distance
\] (3.8)

In this equation, \( #access \) is the number of accesses to the application page represented by the bidder and \( distance \) is the distance between the application page’s home core and the SPM represented by the object.

2. Long Execution time:

Applications might be consist of a large number of pages which translates to excessive number of bidders (and objects) in the auction mechanism. Higher number of bidders and objects results in more number of iterations to settle the assignments and prices. The increase in platform size exacerbates this problem: the potential number of concurrently running applications increases; as a result, a highly utilized many-core platform cannot obtain the SPM mapping in a timely manner.

We use two techniques to reduce the execution time of the auction mechanism:

(a) Increasing the minimum bid: the prices of objects become expensive with a higher rate and therefore other bidders become less interested in already-mapped objects. This persuades bidders (application pages) not to insist on a desired object (SPM Page) for a long time. Although this solution degrades the efficiency of SPM mapping, it can reduce the number of iterations significantly.

(b) Grouping similar objects into a set: it reduces the number of objects significantly. Before starting the auction iterations, all SPM pages of a core have same price and benefit for applications. So we can group them in an object set. Each object set has only one price – representing the price of all objects in that set. Bidders
should bid on sets instead of objects. Figure 3.2 depicts this model.

The efficacy of auction-based model in solving SPM mapping problem is shown in Section 3.5.2.

### 3.4 Distributed Management of SPMPool

When platform size approaches hundreds of cores, a single central manager becomes incapable of managing the entire system with a reasonable overhead due to increased communication distance, network congestion, overhead of keeping data for every application, computation, etc. Therefore, using central management for memory mapping degrades system performance significantly and makes any management system unscalable. Auction mechanism as a distributed management system can be used to overcome this problem.

In this section we propose a two-layer distributed management scheme which divides the entire platform into multiple regions (Figure 3.3). The Global Manager assigns an arriving application to a region. Each region has its own Local Manager and pool of SPMs. The local manager is responsible for task and memory mapping inside its region. We first explore a
basic scheme where applications only can access SPMs inside their region (Section 3.4.1). In Section 3.4.2 we propose an auction-based management scheme to manage SPMPool memory mapping. Each region creates some bidders and is capable of bidding and obtaining SPM resources in other regions. This auction mechanism is managed in a distributed manner. The efficiency of the proposed management schemes are quantified in Section 3.5.

![System view of distributed management](image)

**Figure 3.3:** System view of distributed management

### 3.4.1 Non-communicative Distributed Pool Management

Figure 3.3 shows the system view of multi-region management for SPMPool. In this scenario, a pool of SPMs is composed of the aggregate on-chip SPMs of all cores in a defined region. Any executing application’s memory can only be assigned to an SPM in the same region as the executing core; in the other words, no application can borrow on-chip memory from other regions. The regions that compose the pools of SPMs are determined at design time and fixed throughout the execution. In this section we demonstrate the two-level management
Global Manager

The Global manager is responsible for Mapping tasks to regions. The manager maintains a list of all application-region mappings and updates it upon stopping or starting of each application. Here, the global manager, as part of the runtime system, assigns the incoming applications to the region with the least number of applications. The advantage of this scheme is its simplicity but it does not consider the memory requirement of each application. The Global manager notifies the selected local manager about the incoming application. Likewise, when an application leaves the system, local manager signals the general manager.

Local Managers

Local managers are responsible for mapping the incoming tasks to cores within their region and also virtual to physical memory mapping of all applications assigned to the region. The local manager in this new scheme acts as a central manager for a single pool, introduced in Section 2.4.1. There is no need for local managers to communicate with each other, but they should communicate with the Global Manager. We implemented the described scheme for a 16x16 platform (details in Section 3.5.1). This platform is divided into four 8x8 regions. As a result, one global manager and four local managers are needed to supervise the SPMPool memory mapping. In Section 3.5.3, results of distributed management are compared to central management in terms of performance and overhead. The results show more than 75% reduction in memory migration overhead in some cases. Fixed size pools reduce the memory mapping overhead, but borrowing SPM resources from other regions can reduce memory access latency when memory resources of a pool are heavily used. Sharing memory resources between different pools cannot be managed with a central manager. In Section
3.4.2 a distributed approach for SPM sharing between different regions is proposed.

3.4.2 Auction-based Distributed Pool Management

In Section 3.4.1 a multi-pool scheme is introduced to manage SPMPool when the platform size reaches hundreds of cores. This two-layer management scheme is more efficient than central management (Section 3.5.3), but it does not exercise the full capacity of the platform. For example, if the applications mapped to pool A require significantly more memory resources than applications mapped to the neighbor pool B, applications of pool A will suffer from poor memory mapping. The ability to share SPM resources between different regions can potentially increase the memory mapping performance. To avoid the drawbacks of a central management, a distributed scheme should be exploited to improve the memory mapping.

The capability of running the auction mechanism in a distributed manner, makes it a good candidate for SPMPool management. Figure 3.4 shows the system view of distributed multi-region management for SPMPool. The basics of this management scheme can be described as follows:

- The entire platform is divided into multiple regions. These regions are fixed; the cores forming a region are determined at design time. Each region has a local manager.

- One global manager and multiple local managers (one manager per region) create a two layer management scheme. The global manager assigns an arriving application to a region. The local manager is responsible for task and memory mapping inside its region. Local managers are connected through a virtual mesh network.

- The aggregate of on-chip SPMs assigned to the applications running in a region, composes the pool for that region. SPMs located inside a region are divided into two
groups: exclusive SPMs and shared SPMs; exclusive SPMs are only used by the applications inside the region while shared SPMs can be used by any application in local or neighbor regions.

- To avoid starvation and provide a minimal performance for each region, half of the SPMs inside a region are exclusive and half of them can be shared with another region. In this work, while we used half of all SPMs for exclusive access, of course other fractions could be used and investigated as well. All shared SPMs of each region is considered as one group and can be assigned to only one neighbor region. For example, assume region A is in vicinity of regions B and C; all shared SPMs of region A can be used locally –by applications inside region A– or can be used by applications in region B or region C exclusively, and not by all A, B, and C at the same time.

- Each local manager of a region is the corresponding agent for all applications and SPMs inside that region. Each agent generates one object representative of all shared SPMs inside its region and creates bidders on behalf of applications inside its region. These bidders can bid on the local object and also on the remote objects – represented by neighbor agents. A distributed auction mechanism assigns objects (shared SPMs) to bidders (regions).

In the following section a distributed auction mechanism is proposed to reshape pools of SPMs based on memory requirement of each region.

Agent Negotiation Using Distributed Auction

All local managers, which we call agents henceforth, need to generate the SPM mapping for the applications running in their region. The set of SPMs assigned to each region (pool of SPMs) should be determined before generating any SPM mapping algorithm. In this work,
we adopt a basic distributed auction mechanism, introduced by Zavlanos [132], and propose a mechanism to alter SPM pools based on variable requirements of each region.

In the system illustrated by Figure 3.4, we assume all agents are connected through a mesh network with diameter $d$ ($d=4$ here). If the memory usage of one pool changes significantly (by entering, exiting, or phase change of applications), the corresponding agent starts a new auction process. The common routine in agent $i$ can be described as Algorithm 7.

At setup time, agent $i$ creates objects $O_{i0}$ (Lines 4-5, representative of shared SPMs in region $i$) and $O_{i1}, O_{i2},$ and $O_{i3}$ (Lines 6-8, representative of offchip memory which helps to terminate the auction process). Agent $i$ should keep the price and highest bidder for all
objects in every neighbor agent \((x, y, \text{and } z)\).

We allow each agent to obtain the shared SPMs (objects) of local and neighbor regions. In other words, each agent can obtain shared SPMs of \(#\text{neighbors} + 1\) regions (4 for agent \(i\)). Therefore, agents need to create bidders for maximum attainable objects (4 bidders for agent \(i\)) and specify a benefit function for them. Each bidder represents a set of application memory pages: to create a bidder, we sort the application pages inside the region based on

```
ALGORITHM 7: Distributed Auction algorithm executed in Agent i

Input: all objects, their prices \((p)\), and the maximum bidder \((b)\) for each object: from local agent and all neighbors agents; all applications and their pages in region \(i\); assignment of local bidders \((\alpha)\)

Output: object to bidder mapping

if setup then
  local_objects = new_set();
  local_bidders = new_set();
  \(O_{i0} \leftarrow \text{Object}(\text{initial}_\text{SPM\_price})\);
  local_objects.add(\(O_{i0}\));
  for \(j = 1..3\) do
    \(O_{ij} \leftarrow \text{Object}(\text{initial}_\text{Offchip\_price})\);
    local_objects.add(\(O_{ij}\));
  app_pages ⇐ concatenate \{application_pages\};
  sorted_pages = sorted(app_pages);
  for \(j = 0..3\) do
    \(b_{ij} \leftarrow \text{Bidder}(\text{sorted\_pages}[k(i + 1)..k(i + 2) - 1])\);
    local_bidders.add(\(b_{ij}\));
  end
  setup = false;
for \(j\) in objects do
  \(p_{j}(t + 1) = \max_{\text{received\_from\_all\_paths}} \{p_{j}(t)\}\);
  \(\text{index} = \max_{\text{received\_from\_all\_paths}} \{p_{j}(t)\}\);
  \(b_{j}(t + 1) = \text{path\_index}.b_{j}(t)\);
for \(ix\) in local_bidders do
  if \(b_{\alpha_{ix}}(t + 1) \neq ix\) then
    \(\alpha_{ix}(t + 1) = \arg \max_{j = 1..n} \{a_{(ix)j} - p_{j}(t + 1)\}\);
    \(b_{\alpha_{ix}(t + 1)}(t + 1) = ix\);
    \(p_{\alpha_{ix}(t + 1)}(t + 1) = p_{\alpha_{ix}}(t + 1) + (v_{ix} - w_{ix} + \epsilon)\);
  end
Send_assignments_to_all_neighbors();
```
the number of accesses to them and choose a block of those pages. Every block of pages corresponds to a bidder. If region $i$ contains $k$ exclusive SPM pages and $k$ shared SPM pages, we can presume that the top $k$ pages go to the private SPMs, so we can define the bidders as in Equation 3.9 (Lines 9-13):

$$
\text{app.pages} \leftarrow \text{concatenate}_{\text{applications in region } i} \{\text{application pages}\}
$$

$$
\text{sorted.pages} = \text{sorted(app.pages)}
$$

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{b}_{i0} & \leftarrow \text{Bidder}(\text{sorted.pages}[k..2k-1]) \\
\text{b}_{i1} & \leftarrow \text{Bidder}(\text{sorted.pages}[2k..3k-1]) \\
\text{b}_{i2} & \leftarrow \text{Bidder}(\text{sorted.pages}[3k..4k-1]) \\
\text{b}_{i3} & \leftarrow \text{Bidder}(\text{sorted.pages}[4k..5k-1])
\end{align*}
$$

(3.9)

In Equation 3.9, the "Bidder" function creates a bidder using the input pages. The benefit of obtaining an object is a function of distance and number of access to that object. For example, if object $O_{xp}$ is representative of shared SPMs in region $x$, the benefit of receiving $O_{xp}$ by bidder $b_{i0}$ is: $f(\sum_{j=k}^{2k-1} \text{sorted.pages}[j], \text{distance}(i,x))$.

Assume in agent $i$, $\{O_{x0}, O_{x1}, ..., O_{i0}, O_{i1}, ..., O_{z3}\}$ are the objects in local and neighbor agents. At the beginning of the $t_{th}$ iteration, $p_j(t) \geq 0$ is the price of object $j$, $b_j(t)$ is the highest bidder for object $j$, and $\alpha_{ix}(t)$ are the assigned objects to all bidders created by agent $i$. All agents have their own local view of objects and bidders; upon updating any price, each agent sends its local updates to its neighbors. After receiving new updates, agent $i$ at time $t$ executes this routine:

1. Agent $i$ updates prices and highest bidders for all objects (Lines 15-18). Agent $i$ might get prices from different paths, the highest received price will be the price for each
object:

\[ p_j(t+1) = \max_{\text{received from all paths}} \{ p_j(t) \} \]  

(3.10)

\[ \text{index} = \text{pathmax}_{\text{received from all paths}} \{ p_j(t) \} \]  

(3.11)

\[ b_j(t+1) = \text{path.index.b}_j(t) \]  

(3.12)

2. if \( b_{\alpha_{ix}}(t)(t+1) == ix \), the assignment has not been changed, so \( \alpha_{ix}(t+1) = \alpha_{ix}(t) \) and this iteration stops here. Otherwise, we go to the next step.

3. if \( b_{\alpha_{ix}}(t)(t+1) \neq ix \), it means that bidder \( ix \) is no longer assigned to \( \alpha_{ix}(t) \) and it should find the object which maximizes its net benefit (Line 21):

\[ \alpha_{ix}(t+1) = \arg\max_{j=1..n} \{ a_{(ix)j} - p_j(t+1) \} \]  

(3.13)

4. Set \( b_{\alpha_{ix}(t+1)}(t+1) = ix \) and increase the price for object \( \alpha_{ix}(t+1) \) (Lines 22-23):

\[ p_{\alpha_{ix}(t+1)}(t+1) = p_{\alpha_{ix}(t+1)}(t) + (v_{ix} - w_{ix} + \epsilon) \]  

(3.14)

where \( v_{ix} \) and \( w_{ix} \) are obtained by equations (3.3) and (3.4).

Agent \( i \) sends the new prices to its neighbors. Every agent performs this process locally and the process continues until reaching stable prices for all objects. If objects’ prices do not change for \( d \) iterations (\( d \) is the diameter of the network), prices have been stable and the process can be stopped. If \( b_{i0}, b_{i1}, b_{i2}, \) and \( b_{i3} \) are the bidders created by agent \( i \), the collection of objects assigned to these bidders determines the pool of SPMs for agent \( i \). The memory mapping for region \( i \) can be changed after the termination of this process. With this
algorithm, the auction mechanism can be implemented without any global synchronization and shared memory.

3.5 Experimental Setup and Results

3.5.1 Experimental Setup

The SPMPool simulation infrastructure (described in Section 2.5) is updated to include auction-based memory mapping (Section 3.3) as one of the memory mapping policies in SPMPool in addition to existing policies. The SPMPool simulator is changed to support multi-pool memory management as described in Section 3.4. To support multi-pool management, the Global Manager initially creates regions, associated agents, and a virtual mesh network of these agents. The Global Manager also assigns incoming applications to the region with the least number of executing tasks. Each agent administers the SPM mapping for all applications inside its local region and also negotiates with other agents to borrow additional SPM resources. All information related to the auction mechanism (objects, bidders, etc.) is stored in each agent. A buffer in each agent keeps the latest assignment data (objects/prices/bidders) received from all neighbor agents. A software routine in each agent executes the distributed auction algorithm (Algorithm 7).

For our experiments, we used a variety of benchmarks from the MiBench suite [55] to execute on an ARM architecture configuration and combined them to create diverse workloads. The selected benchmarks represent different embedded application domains that have varying memory-use characteristics. To generate each workload, benchmarks and their associated entry time were selected randomly, all running to completion. Table 3.1 lists the benchmarks and number of different data sets in the experiments. Memory traces were extracted by executing the benchmarks with the gem5 simulator [19].
### Table 3.1: List of benchmarks used from MiBench suite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Data Sets</th>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Data Sets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>typeset</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>patricia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>lame</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Telecomm</td>
<td>fft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Telecomm</td>
<td>gsm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>bitcount</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>blowfish</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>susan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>stringsearch</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.5.2 Central Auction-Based Memory Mapping

To evaluate the efficiency of auction-based memory mapping, introduced in Section 3.3, we compared it to the other heuristics previously used in SPMPool memory mapping (Section 2.4.1). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate the comparison of memory access latency between most-accessed, simplified most-accessed, and auction-based mapping policies in different utilization points for $4 \times 4$ and $8 \times 8$ platforms respectively. These results are normalized to the simplified most-accessed policy.

![4x4 Platform](image)

Figure 3.5: Comparison of total memory access latency of different mapping policies, normalized to the simplified most-accessed policy for 4x4 platform

At very low and very high utilization points (10% and 100%), auction-based policy does not show a significant improvement. But at medium utilization points, auction-based policy
Figure 3.6: Comparison of total memory access latency of different mapping policies, normalized to the simplified most-accessed policy for 8x8 platform.

outperforms other policies by up to 12%. Although auction-based memory mapping improves the memory access latency, for larger platform sizes, the execution time of this method becomes intolerable.

### 3.5.3 Distributed Multi-Pool Management

We implemented the distributed management schemes as described in Section 3.4 for 16x16 platform using both non-communicative and auction-based schemes. The entire platform is divided into four regions. The Global manager maps each task to the region with the minimum number of running tasks. Each region has a Local manager and tasks are mapped to a randomly selected core within each region. Other experimental setup is similar to the setup described in Section 3.5.1.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the overall memory access latency of Non-Communicative (NC) and Auction-based distributed management in different utilization points. In the low utilization point (10%), the auction-based approach slightly improves the total memory access latency, but in the medium utilization points (25% to 75%), the auction-based approach outperforms
the non-communicative approach by up to 24%. Moving toward 100% utilization, none of these approaches can improve the performance significantly.

Figure 3.7: Memory access latency, using different distributed management schemes

To investigate the sensitivity of auction-based memory management to the region size, we first divided the entire platform to four $8 \times 8$ regions. We repeated the experiment for sixteen $4 \times 4$ regions. Figure 3.8 depicts the memory access latency of auction-based distributed management schemes for different region sizes. In all utilization points, higher number of regions result in a better memory access latency because of more optimization opportunities. Higher number of regions also increases the communication overhead of the management scheme which is studied in Section 3.5.4.

Figure 3.8: Comparison of memory access latency in auction-based distributed management for different region sizes
3.5.4 Overhead

Communication, memory migration, and storage are some sources of overhead imposed by SPMPool memory management schemes. Figure 3.9 compares the communication overhead of Non-Communicative (NC) and Auction-based distributed management schemes. This overhead accounts for the number of packets sent only for management purposes, between applications and agents or between neighbor agents. It is assumed that each packet is 256 bytes. The auction-based scheme improves the memory access latency significantly and has a negligible communication overhead compared to the non-communicative scheme.

![Communication Overhead](image)

Figure 3.9: Communication overhead of distributed management, measured as the number of packets sent for management purposes between application-agent or agent-agent. Auction-based distributed scheme endures up to 3% more overhead over non-communicative distributed scheme.

A comparison of communication overhead for different region sizes in auction-based distributed management of 16 × 16 platform is shown in Figure 3.10. In 100% utilization point, communication overhead of 16 regions is 10% higher than the communication overhead of 4 regions.

After any change in memory mapping, memory migration is inevitable. Figure 3.11 shows the total number of pages transferred between off-chip and on-chip memory. Memory migration overhead of distributed management is far less than that of central management. When utilization increases, memory migration overhead jumps with a higher rate in distributed management because the mapping becomes more similar to the central management scheme.
Figure 3.10: Comparison of communication overhead for different region sizes in auction-based distributed management. Communication overhead is measured as the number of packets sent for management purposes.

Figure 3.11: Memory migration overhead – Number of pages transferred between off and on chip.

In non-communicative distributed management, the storage overhead of memory mapping policies increases linearly with the number of pools. To implement most accessed policy in this work, storage overhead of non-communicative distributed management is 75% less than that of central management (Figure 3.12). To conclude, our initial investigations show that the distributed management makes SPMPool approach scalable since it imposes far less overhead than the central management scheme.
Figure 3.12: Storage overhead comparison of central and non-communicative distributed management

### 3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed different auction-based schemes for memory management in many-cores systems. After showing the advantages of auction-based algorithms in solving memory mapping problem, we proposed a distributed management scheme based on auction algorithm. In this scheme, the entire platform is divided into different regions and a distributed auction mechanism is used to share the SPM resources between different regions. Our preliminary experiments on a $16 \times 16$ platform executing different benchmarks from Mibench suite show that auction-based distributed management achieves up to 24% improvement in memory access latency over non-communicative distributed management with a negligible increase in communication overhead. The distributed schemes proposed in this chapter provide a scalable solution for memory management of many-core platforms by mitigating the overheads of central management scheme.

For experiments in this chapter, we assumed that half of the SPM resources in each region are exclusive to that region. This assumption helps to introduce the concept of auction-based distributed management. A sensitivity analysis of the fraction of exclusive SPMs and also the placement of shared SPMs are subjects of ongoing research.
Chapter 4

Memory Phasic Behavior

4.1 Introduction

High processing capability is a crucial requirement for modern systems. Technology scaling and low power design have enabled modern devices to deploy an ever-increasing amount of hardware resources integrated on a single chip, in the form of multi- and many-core platforms. These platforms are expected to support workloads consisting of numerous concurrently executing applications with varying resource requirements. Memory is a critical resource, and is often the bottleneck for applications. To efficiently manage and effectively allocate limited memory resources both within and between applications, we should be able to extract the memory usage information of all applications.

Memory requirements may vary highly between different multimedia applications. When sharing memory resources, the ability to prioritize each individual memory page—accessed by running applications—enables us to assign memory resources to each application proportional to the memory requirement of that application. Moreover, it can guide us to the efficient memory mapping in the presence of Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA).
Applications have very dynamic behavior and the memory requirements of each individual application varies over time throughout the course of execution. For instance, rendering high-motion scenes needs more memory resources than rendering still scenes. Most applications can be divided into different phases. Repetitive, or *phasic*, behavior of applications has been the subject of research for several years. Typically the phasic behavior is investigated with respect to the structure of applications (i.e., application’s basic blocks and control flow) or execution working set. Although these efforts have proven useful, detecting patterns in the execution of an application by tracking instructions (or Basic Blocks) does not always capture the memory phases of the application. Typical program phasic behavior extraction techniques do not differentiate between program and memory behavior [9, 40, 110], and thus miss opportunities for more aggressive memory management in the face of high memory demands.

For example, consider Figure 4.1 which compares the memory and program phases extracted from a sample routine (Multimedia Source Code 8) that accesses a multidimensional array. This routine represents array computations typically present in many multimedia ap-
plications. In this example, the memory usage of the application is not aligned with the instruction-based program phases – program phases don’t represent changes in memory usage. Using such program phases may lead to poor memory management. Therefore, there exists a need for detection of memory phasic behavior based on the memory usage.

Previous research efforts have been made to detect application phases based on memory accesses. These efforts include capturing cache miss rate, detecting reuse distance, etc. Although these works inherently try to find memory phases, they’re unable to predict and prioritize individual pages in the working set of applications.

In this work we present an online memory-phase detection scheme with the ability to prioritize the memory working sets of concurrently running applications [120]. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 will go over the research efforts on phasic behavior of applications and the motivation for detecting and using memory phases. Section 4.3 defines memory phases and proposes an offline method to capture memory phases of applications. Section 4.4 will present an online method to detect and classify memory phases at runtime. A use case of memory phases in SPMPool is presented in Section 4.5. Experimental results of memory phasic behavior is discussed in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 ends this chapter with some concluding notes.

4.2 Related Work and Motivation

The repetitive nature of program behavior has been investigated for several years. Program phase detection techniques are used for diverse purposes including power reduction, simulation, micro-architectural adaptation, etc. [70, 56, 112, 106].

Some Program-Instruction-Based methods have been proposed for detecting phases. These methods monitor control flow and executed instructions of a program in intervals. Sherwood
et al. [110] uses Basic Block Vectors (BBVs) to find out if there is a considerable change in the executing basic blocks of a program during an interval. Lau et al. [80, 81] enhance this method. Instead of capturing all basic block transitions, Ratanaworabhan et al. [101] propose to track only Critical Basic Block Transitions. Dhodapkar et al. [38] define a program phase by the set of instructions observed in an interval (labeled as instruction working set). Cho et al. [27] use wavelet-based analysis to differentiate between phases. Balasubramonian et al. [9] use conditional branches as a metric to detect program phase changes.

In spite of these efforts, tracking instructions (or basic blocks) does not always capture the memory phases of applications. A single instruction in an application commonly accesses different data throughout the course of execution. For example, if the inputs change prior to entering a memory intensive block, no program phase change will be detected while the application may experience a significant change in memory working set. Alternatively, the executing instructions of an application might change while working on the same set of data. An example of this behavior is shown in Multimedia Source Code 8 which is typical of kernel computations in multimedia applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multimedia Source Code 8: Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: for (int k =0; k &lt; 3; k ++){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:     for (int j = 0; j &lt; 5; j ++){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:         for (int i =0; i &lt; 10000; i=i+5){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:             sum += arr1[k][i +j];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:         }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:     }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: for (int k =2; k &gt;=0 ; k --){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:     for (int j = 0; j &lt; 5; j ++){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:         for (int i =0; i &lt; 10000; i=i+5){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:             sum += arr1[k][i +j];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:         }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we divide this code into phases by its basic blocks, each inner for loop (Lines 3-5, 10-

---

1In this work, we define an application as a single thread assigned to a core, and use the terms application and program interchangeably.
12) would make up a single phase. However, the outer for blocks (Lines 1-2, 8-9) impact the index of the array being accessed (Lines 4, 11). This means that all accesses to each respective array occur within a single program phase. This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Memory phases capture changes in the memory working set of the program much more accurately than program phases in this case.

Some phase change detection techniques are based on observed performance statistics of applications (e.g., cache miss/hit rate, IPC, etc) [9, 40]. These techniques can be used for optimizations such as cache reconfiguration, but are highly sensitive to architectural parameters of the platform (e.g., cache size).

Phase-driven optimizations have also been used in many cache tuning schemes. While most of these schemes rely on instruction-based phase detection techniques, some try to monitor memory related characteristics of the program. Shen et al. [109] and Huffmire et al. [65] monitor memory accesses and use the memory reuse distance for phase detection. Although these techniques have some indication of memory phases, they are offline profiling methods that analyze sample executions. In addition, they do not capture the memory working set of an application and do not provide sufficient information to prioritize different applications in the context of shared memory in multi-cores.

Compile-time static analysis and offline profiling are not sufficient for determining the memory usage patterns of an application. Also, the source code of applications is not always readily available. For instance, smartphone users download many applications every day without having any analysis of those applications. Additionally, the input dependence of memory accesses and dynamic allocation necessitates runtime adaptation even in the presence of prior knowledge about the application. Therefore a useful memory phase detection scheme must observe and extract memory behavior at runtime.

This chapter presents a runtime memory phase detection technique that discovers similar-
ities and changes in the memory requirements of an application over time during execution and provides information to improve the efficiency of dynamic memory mapping without relying on any offline profiling, static analysis, or other additional information. We provide an importance measure for different memory pages that indicates the relative utilization of each page both within and between applications.

4.2.1 Contributions

- We define memory phases and propose offline and online methods for detection and prediction of memory phases in multimedia systems.

- We present a scheme for inter-application prioritization of data memory using the extracted approximate working set information.

- We illustrate the efficacy of memory-phase driven memory mapping in managing single- and multi-core platforms equipped with Software Programmable Memories (SPMs). Preliminary experiments show the potential efficacy of exploiting memory phasic behavior by up to 45% improvement in memory access latency of executing Mibench benchmarks on these platforms.

4.3 Memory Phases

Due to the time-varying memory requirements of an application, using the metrics that represent average behavior of that application can be inefficient in any memory-related optimization. For example, tracking the total number of accesses to each memory page is not a good representative of access patterns, because access locality changes over time. Our goal is to find periods of execution within an application that have a similar memory working set,
whether these periods are consecutive or not. In this section we define the notion of memory phases and propose an offline method to detect memory phases of an application.

### 4.3.1 Memory Phase Definition

The working set of an application is the collection of memory pages being accessed during a certain period of time. To be precise, the working set of an application at time $t$ will be the set of memory pages accessed during the period of $[t - \tau, t]$, for a predefined time period $\tau$.

A memory phase is the period of time in which the working set of an application within that period is similar (obviously, without defining similarity, this definition is not complete).

In the working set, not all pages are utilized equally. Assume that during the period of $[t_1 - \tau, t_1]$, page $X$ has been accessed $n_1$ times and page $Y$ has been accessed $m_1$ times and $n_1 \gg m_1$. Also, during the period of $[t_2 - \tau, t_2]$, page $X$ has been accessed $n_2$ times and page $Y$ has been accessed $m_2$ times and $n_2 \ll m_2$. In this case, although the working sets consist of the same pages, these working sets are not similar.

To incorporate the number of accesses to each page when considering similarity, we define the Weighted Working Set (WWS) at time $t$ as in Equation 4.1.

$$WWS[t] = \{(page, \#access) | for pages accessed in [t - \tau, t]\}. \quad (4.1)$$

From now on, WWS is used to define memory phases instead of working set.

We define a memory phase as a period of time in which the weighted working set throughout the period is similar – with a predefined similarity metric. In other words, each application has a WWS at each point in time during its execution and we want to cluster those WWSs into similarity groups. With this definition, the behavior of an application from a memory access pattern point of view is nearly uniform during a memory phase. Any memory
phase change marks a significant change in the application’s memory access pattern.

4.3.2 Offline Memory Phase Detection

To detect memory phases offline, a clustering technique suitable for the WWS data should be used. In the offline method, all the data accessed throughout the course of execution can be obtained by profiling and there is no time or storage constraints. Our offline approach to the clustering problem is summarized in the following steps:

1. **Memory profiling:** In the first step, the set of all memory accesses of an application is obtained by profiling. Using the memory accesses, WWS for each point in time can be calculated (throughout the entire course of execution).

2. **Reducing data size:** There exists a WWS for each point in time. Based on the value of \( \tau \), a single WWS may contain many accesses. To reduce the execution time and required memory, the WWS data should be reduced. There are two ways to reduce WWS data: 1) In any WWS, pages with the most accesses are the main representatives of that working set. To reduce data, we only maintain a list of \( k \) pages with the highest number of accesses. After this reduction, each WWS consists of information for only \( k \) pages. 2) There is no need to compute WWS for every point in time. We can compute the WWS every \( m \) seconds. This reduces the required storage by a factor of \( m \). In the following steps, all calculations will be on the reduced data.

3. **Creating a vector representation of each WWS:** If during the course of execution, total number of \( P \) distinct pages are held in all weighted working sets, each WWS can be represented by a vector with \( P \) dimensions. Within the WWS, if page \( p \) is accessed \( n \) times, the value of \( p_{th} \) dimension in the representative vector will be \( n \).
4. Clustering WWS vectors and determining phases: In this step, similar WWS vectors are clustered in one group. Therefore, it is necessary to quantify the similarity between two vectors. All vectors consist of positive numbers (number of accesses), therefore we can use the dot product of vectors to find the angle between two vectors:

\[ A.B = |A| \times |B| \times \cos \theta \Rightarrow \]

\[ \cos \theta = \frac{A.B}{|A| \times |B|} \Rightarrow \]

\[ \cos \theta = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{P} a_i b_i}{|A| \times |B|} \]

\( \cos \theta \) is the similarity metric for our clustering mechanism. If \( \cos \theta = 1 \), the angle between two vectors is zero and they have the maximum similarity. If \( \cos \theta = 0 \), the angle between two vectors is 90 degrees and they have the minimum similarity.

Using this similarity metric, we execute a hierarchical clustering algorithm (HCA) [53] on WWS vectors. As opposed to k-means clustering [89], this method does not require the number of clusters.

Each WWS group represents a phase: if WWS of two periods of time are in the same group, those periods belong to the same phase.

The efficiency of this offline memory phase detection technique is presented in Section 4.6.3.

4.4 Online Detection of Memory Phases

The offline phase detection method requires a considerable amount of memory and execution time and therefore is not feasible to incorporate in runtime software. More importantly, due
4.4.1 Memory Phase Detection Scheme

Figure 4.2 illustrates the timeline of the light-weight runtime phase detection scheme in relation to an executing application. Memory accesses are captured throughout fixed observation periods, or *epochs* (details in Section 4.4.1), and a phase-change-detection routine runs at the end of each epoch (details in Section 4.4.1). Phases span multiple epochs.

To reduce overhead, the only memory access information maintained for phase change detection is an approximation of the weighted working set of the most accessed pages for both the current epoch and the current phase. At the end of each epoch, the intersection of these two lists is used to determine whether a phase change has occurred. If no phase change is detected, this continues for the next epoch. If a phase change is detected, the phase signature is computed and stored. The weighted working set lists are reset for capturing memory accesses in the next epoch.

In the online approach, capturing memory accesses (Section 4.4.1) is an approximation
for the first three steps of the offline approach. The captured memory accesses are used to
detect the phase change and find the similarity to the previous phases (Sections 4.4.1 and
4.4.1) which is an approximation for the clustering step (step 4) in the offline approach.

Capturing Memory Accesses

In our runtime phase detection technique, we identify phases by the memory locations that
are accessed the most. Therefore we must identify the memory pages with the highest
number of accesses in each phase. This is accomplished by maintaining weighted working
sets consisting of the most accessed pages in each epoch.

Finding the $k$ pages with the highest number of accesses during a period of time is analo-
gous to finding the $k$ most frequently occurring numbers in a series of numbers. If $n$ different
numbers appear in a series of numbers during an observation period, it can be proven that
finding the $k$ most frequent numbers requires $O(n)$ storage [32]. In this instance, $n$ repre-
sents the number of unique pages accessed during an epoch, which can be unmanageably
large. Therefore, finding the exact $k$ pages with the highest number of accesses is impossible
at runtime.

Although finding the exact solution is infeasible due to storage overhead, approximate
solutions exist that can find effective solutions with limited storage. In this work we use an
approximate solution to find the $k$ most frequently occurring numbers in a series of numbers
and adapt it to find the $k$ pages with the most number of accesses during an epoch. In our
case, the approximate solution is formulated in Algorithm 9.

Existing algorithms solve variations of this approximate problem [32, 25]. The Frequent
Algorithm [32] tries to find all items in a sequence whose frequency exceeds a $1/k$ fraction
of the total counts. We propose an algorithm to capture the most accessed pages during an
epoch by adapting the Frequent Algorithm (Algorithm 10). In this algorithm, $k$ counters
**ALGORITHM 9: Capturing memory accesses – approximate solution**

**Inputs:**
- Given a stream of n accesses \(a_1, a_2, ..., a_n\)
- Frequency of an access is \(f_i = |\{j|a_j = i\}|\)

**Output:**
- The accesses occurring with a frequency \(\geq \phi\) percent of all accesses.
- The exact \(\phi\)–frequent = \(\{i|f_i > \phi n\}\)
- The approximate \(\phi\)–frequent = \(\{i|f_i > (\phi - \epsilon)n\}\)

are paired with \(k\) unique memory addresses. Upon each memory access, the address of the access is compared to all saved addresses. If a match is found, its corresponding counter will be incremented (Lines 3-9). If the new access is not matched with any of the existing addresses and all \(k\) pairs are not yet occupied, a pair will be initialized with counter value 1 (Lines 11-15). If all \(k\) pairs are allocated to distinct memory addresses, all the counters are decremented by 1. In this case, if one of the counters becomes zero, the corresponding pair will be initialized with the new address and counter value of 1 (Lines 17-24). Memory access monitoring and profiling can be implemented in either software or hardware. Figure 4.3 shows the hardware implementation of our Frequent Algorithm adaptation. Compared to software implementation, this implementation imposes some area overhead, but increases the performance of this routine significantly. Using the adapted Frequent Algorithm, it is possible to approximate the \(k\) most accessed pages with only \(k\) storage elements and \(k\) counters. As expected, in some cases, this approximate algorithm cannot produce the exact result: a few of the detected pages might not be among the actual \(k\) most accessed pages. In Section 4.6.4 we show that the accuracy of this approximate algorithm is comparable to the precise solution. Therefore this approximate algorithm can be used to find the top \(k\) most accessed pages, using limited storage.
**Algorithm 10: Frequent Algorithm**

**Input:**
- `accesses` -- sequence of memory accesses

**Output:**
- `Page[]` -- k pages with most frequent accesses
- `Counter[]` -- k counter values associated with each page

0: `access = new_memory_access`  
1: while (`access`){  
2:     `Found = False;`  
3:     for (int `j = 0; j < k; j++`){  
4:         if (`access` == `Page[j]`){  
5:             `Counter[j]++;`  
6:             `Found = True;`  
7:             Break;  
8:         }  
9:     }  
10:     if (!`Found`){  
11:         `empty = FindEmptySpace();`  
12:         if (`empty` != -1){  
13:             `Page[empty] = access;`  
14:             `Counter[empty] = 1;`  
15:         }  
16:         else{  
17:             for (int `j = 0; j < k; j++`){  
18:                 `Counter[j] --;`  
19:                 if (!`Found` & `Counter[j] == 0`){  
20:                     `Page[j] = access;`  
21:                     `Counter[j] = 1;`  
22:                     `Found = True;`  
23:                 }  
24:             }  
25:         }  
26:     }  
27:     `access = new_memory_access`  
28: }
Figure 4.3: Hardware implementation of capturing memory accesses for working set size of 2. To expand the working set, Counter/Reg 2 should be replicated.

Phase Change Detection

At the end of each epoch, we use the captured memory access information to detect whether or not a phase change has occurred. Due to memory and time restrictions at runtime, we cannot realistically employ the clustering technique used in the offline method. Therefore we make the following simplifications:

- To compute the similarity between two Weighted Working Set vectors, we use the Manhattan distance instead of dot product.

- The WWS vector for each epoch is only compared with the current phase’s WWS — we must maintain the WWS of the current phase.

This routine is outlined in Algorithm 11 and is sensitive to the number of counters \( k \), threshold \( \tau \), and epoch length. In this work we only consider stable phases — a phase change is not triggered unless the length of the new phase is more than one epoch. This reduces overhead, especially for the case when an application does not have any stable phase. The threshold to trigger a phase change can be application specific. The programmer/compiler can set this
threshold explicitly, or it can be adaptive. In this work, we used a fixed threshold –found empirically– for each application. As the phase change detection scheme is triggered at the end of each epoch, a short epoch can impose a considerable overhead and should be avoided.

**ALGORITHM 11: Phase Change Detection**

**Inputs:**
- **Previous epoch WWS:** Pages with the most accesses in the previous epoch, $A_1, \ldots, A_k$, and the number of accesses to those pages $n_1, \ldots, n_k$
- **Normalized current phase WWS:** Pages with the most accesses in the current phase, $X_1, \ldots, X_k$, and the number of accesses to those pages $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ divided by number of epochs in the current phase.

**Output:**

\[
\frac{\sum_{A_i \neq X_j} (n_i \text{ or } m_i) + \sum_{A_i = X_j} |n_i - m_j|}{\text{Epoch Length}} > \tau
\]

then

\[\Rightarrow \text{Phase Change} = \text{True}\]

**Weighted Working Set Prediction**

For most memory optimization methods, simply detecting a phase change is not sufficient — we also must be able to predict the weighted working set of an application in the new phase. One solution is to choose the first epoch of the new phase as the representative of that phase. However, this might not be representative of the entire phase as phases span multiple epochs.

If a memory phase change is detected, two possibilities for the new phase exist: 1) it is a completely new phase, and 2) the application has experienced this memory phase in the past and it is returning to that memory phase again. This can be used for a better prediction of WWS in the new phase.
In this work, we exploit a history-based prediction scheme to anticipate the WWS of the new phase. The intuition can be described as follows: if the application is experiencing a new phase for the first time, the weighted working set in the preceding epoch is a sufficient estimate of the weighted working set in the new phase. On the other hand, if we are returning to a phase, we use historic information to find the WWS of the phase from its previous execution.

To implement the history-based prediction scheme, we need to store the WWS of previous phases. Each page in the weighted working set is stored as a 2-tuple containing page address and weight: \((\text{add}, \text{cnt})\) in Figure 4.4. The signature of weighted working set of a phase is then defined by all 2-tuples of \(k\) pages in the WWS.

To distinguish between a returning phase and a completely new phase, the WWS signature of the previous epoch is compared with the stored signatures of previous phases. If the Manhattan distance between signatures of the previous epoch and one of the phases is within a threshold, a returning phase is detected and the stored WWS for that phase is used as the predicted WWS of the current phase. Otherwise, the phase is considered as a completely new phase.
4.4.2 Overhead of Online Phase Detection

Storage overhead

Storage overhead is incurred by our online technique for storing $k$ pages of WWS for both the current phase and epoch. A page entry in WWS can be stored as a $(\text{add, cnt})$ pair. Assuming 64-bit addresses and 4KB pages, $64 - 12 = 52$ bits are required to store a page address. Using 20 bit counters, we need $20 + 52 = 72$ bits (or 9 bytes) to keep any $(\text{add, cnt})$ pair. With $k = 16$, $9 \times 16 = 144$ bytes are required to store all information of a WWS. This storage requirement can be reduced by using a smaller $k$ value. In the history-based prediction scheme, the maximum number of $\text{max-h}$ weighted working sets are stored for comparison with the current phase ($\text{max-h} = 5$ in this work). Total number of $\text{max-h} \times k \times 9$ bytes are required to implement this scheme. This is reasonable – in Section 4.2 we show that small values of $k$ and $\text{max-h}$ can be effective.

Computation Overhead

Computation overhead is incurred at runtime by capturing memory accesses and the phase change detection routine. Using the hardware depicted in Figure 4.3, capturing memory accesses are feasible in few cycles. Computation overhead of phase change detection routine is proportional to $k^2$ – where $k$ is the number of pages in WWS. For predicting the weighted working set upon a phase change, the current phase should be compared to $\text{max-h}$ stored phases and the required time is proportional to $k^2 \times \text{max-h}$. Both $k$ and $\text{max-h}$ are very small numbers. Furthermore, none of these routines are in the critical path of the application. Therefore the computational overhead of our phase detection scheme is not significant.
4.5 Memory Phase driven SPM Mapping: a Use Case

We now illustrate the opportunity to exploit memory phases through a use case for software controlled memory mapping. Multicore platforms enable concurrent running of different applications in emerging mobile devices like smart-phones and tablets. These devices can execute multimedia and non-multimedia applications simultaneously. With the ability to extract the phasic memory behavior of applications at runtime, we can exploit the information to effectively assign application data to memory resources for unpredictable workloads. Memory phase detection allows us to capture the temporal variation in memory requirements of different applications. It can be used to handle the dynamic nature of multimedia applications. We discuss this challenge in the context of multi-core systems containing distributed on-chip Software Programmable Memories (SPMs).

Figure 4.5 illustrates the system level view. Each core has SPM as on-chip memory and contains necessary components to enable sharing and utilization of all on-chip SPM space. Moreover, cores are equipped with the memory phase detection scheme. Note that the Runtime Manager has a Memory-Phase-Aware SPM manager that maps application data to the SPMs in the underlying tiled multi-core hardware platform.

In complex workloads, applications can start and stop at any time. The Runtime Manager is responsible for application mapping and scheduling, as well as SPM mapping: deciding what application data should reside on chip and what resides in main memory. An SPM mapping is determined based on memory phase information provided by each core. The weighted working set of each memory phase can be obtained and used to prioritize application pages at runtime. The SPM mapping routine is performed periodically when applications start or stop, and possibly when they change memory phase – updating the SPM mapping for every phase change of every application is excessive. The goal of our SPM mapping

---

2The optimization approaches discussed can apply to any NUMA management.
The phase change detection routine executes on each active core, and the Runtime Manager receives messages indicating phase changes. These messages include the estimated working set of the new memory phase. The benefits of an updated mapping is estimated by the Runtime Manager, and if the potential performance improvement exceeds a threshold, the SPM mapping will be changed.

### 4.5.1 Compute New SPM Mapping

Each application maintains a weighted working set of its current memory phase. The weight of each page in WWS, which is the estimated number of accesses to that page, can be used to prioritize different pages of applications. When triggered, the Runtime Manager executes the mapping algorithm.
The mapping algorithm maps application pages to on-chip SPM slots with the goal of achieving the lowest overall memory access latency. In Section 2.4.1, we showed that this optimization problem is NP-hard and finding optimal solution for this problem is infeasible at runtime, therefore we developed a heuristic for the memory mapping policy.

The simplified description of this policy—called Most-Accessed Mapping policy—is specified in Algorithm 12. This mapping policy compares WWS of all executing applications and keeps pages with the highest weights on chip (Lines 1-6). The pages array contains all the pages in the executing applications (Lines 1-3). After sorting these pages based on their weights (Line 4), the first N pages with the highest weights will be assigned to onchip_list (Line 5) and the rest will be assigned to offchip_list (Line 6).

Most-Accessed Mapping policy tries to map those pages in SPMs as close as possible to their home core (Lines 8-14). For each page in the onchip_list, if the page’s home core has an empty slot, it will be mapped to the home core (Lines 7-10). Otherwise, the closest core with an empty SPM slot will be found (Line 12) and the page will be mapped to that core (Line 13). All the pages in offchip_list will be mapped to off-chip memory.

The proposed scheme is a first attempt at solving the problem. In a better implementation of this scheme, overheads of re-mapping should be estimated. If the benefits do not outweigh the overheads, a re-mapping should not be triggered. This modification is left for future work.

The memory phase detection scheme can extract the access pattern of applications. Therefore, benefits of this scheme is not limited to SPM mapping. For example, in a system with a data cache, if only a portion of a large data block is important, recurring accesses to that block—much larger than cache size—leads to a poor performance; the memory phase detection scheme can be used to extract the memory access pattern and improve the data caching performance.
4.6 Experimental Setup and Results

4.6.1 Experimental Setup

We developed a Java and Python-based simulation infrastructure to extract phases and simulate workloads at memory operation level. It uses a software implementation of Algorithm 10. The simulator is capable of extracting memory phases both off- and on-line, and program phases offline. The workloads are simulated given the memory and instruction traces of all applications. Our memory-phase simulation infrastructure is capable of evaluating overall memory access latency of user-specified workloads on a variety of configurations in multi-core platforms.

For our experiments, we used a variety of multimedia and non-multimedia benchmarks from the MiBench [55] suite that have varying memory-use characteristics. Table 4.1 lists the benchmarks and number of different data sets used when capturing traces. We also used
Table 4.1: List of benchmarks from MiBench suite [55]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multimedia Applications</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Number of data sets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jpeg</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>susan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lame</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fft</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>typeset</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Multimedia Applications</td>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dijkstra</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bitcount</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a variety of synthetic benchmarks with different memory behavior, and combined them to create diverse workloads. A combination of these benchmarks are used to evaluate the phase driven SPM Mapping. To generate each workload, benchmarks and their associated entry time were selected randomly, all running to completion.

Memory and instruction traces are obtained by executing each benchmark using the gem5 simulator [19] for the x86 architecture. The memory traces serve as inputs to our simulator. The simulator has configurable parameters for the system under test — we evaluate platforms from 1 to 16 cores. For all of our experiments, we assume all virtual and physical memory is divided into 4KB pages, and each core has 16KB of local SPM. There are no data caches present. CACTI [92] was used to obtain memory bank access latency, and Noxim [47] was used to calculate on-chip communication latency.

### 4.6.2 Experimental Goals

We conducted experiments to 1) highlight the difference between program and memory phases and 2) illustrate the potential advantage of memory phases over program phases in multimedia applications. We also evaluate the effectiveness of our approximate online memory capture method.
4.6.3 Program Phase vs Memory Phase

As stated in Section 4.2, the method proposed by Sherwood et al. [110] is one of the most used Program-Instruction-Based methods, proposed to detect phasic behavior of applications. This method captures Basic Block Vectors (BBVs) of an application in some defined intervals. The size of BBVs is reduced by linear projection and k-means clustering is used to group similar intervals into a phase.

To illustrate the difference between memory phases and program phases, we implemented this program phase method and compared it with our memory phase detection scheme proposed in Section 4.3. To find the BBVs, the structure of the application must be known, in contrast with our method that does not require structure or instruction information. Also, by using hierarchical clustering, we do not need to make an assumption about the number of clusters.

As an example, Figure 4.6 shows memory and program phases for a snapshot of the qsort benchmark. Every point in this plot represents a memory access. The dashed lines show the boundaries of program phase changes and solid lines show the boundaries of memory phase changes (blocks labeled with m1 to m5 show distinct memory phases of the application). While memory phases successfully capture the phasic behavior of this application, program phases are incapable of finding a meaningful change in the memory access pattern. Because memory phases are only detected when observation periods (epochs) end, memory phase boundaries may not be totally aligned with memory access pattern changes. In another example, Figure 4.1 illustrates memory and program phases for the code shown in Source Code 8. Similar to qsort, program phases do not correspond to the memory access pattern of the program.

To quantify the benefits of using memory phases, we execute four benchmarks individually on a single core with SPM as on-chip memory. We use both program and memory phases to
trigger allocation of the SPM, assuming the most accessed data is automatically allocated into the SPM every time it is triggered. Total memory access latency of these three different allocation triggers is compared in Figure 4.7:

- No phase detection (application has one phase)
- Memory phases
- Program phases

To maintain fairness, we tried to assign the parameters such that the number of distinct phases in both methods is similar. Note that the overhead of executing the phase change detection scheme is not considered in these results.

By using memory phases, up to 45% improvement in memory access latency is achieved, compared to the case without using any phasic information. The nature of memory phases is to detect drastic change in memory working set, which would indicate the most beneficial
time to update the contents of on-chip memory. More results can be found in our technical report [119].

4.6.4 Accuracy of Capturing Memory Accesses

The modified frequent algorithm—which we use when capturing memory accesses at runtime—is an approximate algorithm, and its accuracy in finding the most accessed memory pages significantly impacts the ability of online phase detection scheme. We compare the ability of this algorithm (implemented using limited storage) with the precise algorithm (implemented using unlimited storage) in finding $k = 8$ pages with the highest number of accesses throughout an epoch. At the end of each epoch, we compare the two algorithms’ lists and keep track of matches and mismatches. The accumulation of these numbers throughout the execution of each benchmark provide us with an accuracy measure. Figure 4.8 shows the percentage of correct results generated by the modified frequent algorithm through the course of execution:

$$\%Correct\ Results = \frac{\#matches}{\#matches + \#mismatches}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)
Figure 4.8: Percentage of correct answers generated by frequent algorithm in finding top-8 most accessed pages of all epochs throughout the course of execution.

In all cases we have more than 78% accuracy and in the Jpeg benchmark accuracy is near 100%. These results show the efficacy of the frequent algorithm in capturing the most-accessed pages.

4.6.5 Latency Reduction of phase driven SPM Mapping

In this section we show the efficacy of memory phase driven SPM mapping introduced in Section 4.5. Memory phase driven mapping is compared with this scenario: one phase for the entire execution of applications—not considering phasic behavior. Without a memory phase detection scheme, we have no information about memory usage of applications at runtime. So we ideally assume the weighted working set of applications are known.

Figure 4.9 shows the memory access latency of different utilization points for $4 \times 4$ multicore platform. Different applications from Table 4.1 and synthetic benchmarks are combined to form the workload.

As these graphs indicate, memory phase driven SPM mapping has better results in all
cases (up to 50%), even though the non-phasic case is ideal and cannot practically be implemented at runtime. This shows us that the memory phase change detection and signatures successfully identify beneficial pages to place in SPM at appropriate times and WWS of applications—obtained by our memory phase detection scheme—can prioritize different pages efficiently. More results can be found in our technical report [119].

4.7 Conclusion

Many-core platforms allow concurrent execution of multiple applications that enter and exit at unpredictable times. Since each application has temporal variation in its memory usage and working set, these memory footprint variations need to be captured and exploited in order to allow for effective use of the limited on-chip memory resources. In this chapter, we first presented the notion of memory phases and distinguished them from program phases. We presented a light-weight online memory phase detection scheme that can be integrated into the runtime system to enable exploitation of memory phasic behavior. We then showed how this memory phase detection scheme can be used for effective sharing of distributed on-chip software controlled memories (SPMs) for multi-core platforms, by developing a memory-phase-driven SPM mapping scheme.
Our experiments on workloads with varying intra- and inter-application memory-intensity shows that using phase detection schemes can reduce memory access latency up to 45% for configurations up to 16 cores. This access latency reduction originates from accessing onchip memories instead of going offchip, which also results in the reduction in power and energy consumption.
Chapter 5

Concluding Notes and Future Directions

The number of transistors on a chip have increased steadily over the past decades. Smaller and faster transistors have led to higher power densities which cease the frequency increase of the processors. This frequency stall, along with hitting the power and ILP wall, put an end to single-core processors. It has been projected that in 10 years, there will be more than 30 CPU and 200 GPU cores in mobile devices, and more than 100 CPU cores in micro-servers. With these developments, memory subsystems in many-core platforms will face different challenges.

Keeping the coherency of shared data becomes very expensive when moving towards hundreds of cores, and coherence protocols can be the major barrier for scalability of many-core platforms. Central memory management schemes also become very inefficient which is due to increased communication distance, increased computation and storage, and network congestion, to name a few.

Generally, memory requirements for different applications vary significantly from one an-
other. In addition to this between application memory variation, each individual application over the course of execution, also exhibits temporal variation of its memory requirement.

Any effective memory management system on a many-core platform should assign available onchip memory resources to numerous concurrently executing applications based on their memory requirements. To address these issues, we introduced a comprehensive runtime solution for memory management of many-core systems.

5.1 Main Contributions

The use of Software Programmable Memories (SPMs) alleviates the need for coherence protocols in many-core systems. However, it introduces new challenges to the memory subsystem of many-cores. We proposed a runtime memory management of SPM resources in many-core platforms in the presence of unpredictable workloads. The key contributions of this work are listed as follows:

- SPMPool: A runtime memory management that shares SPM resources of many-core platforms based on the memory requirement of applications. Onchip SPM resources, which form a pool of SPMs, are mapped to executing applications by a runtime manager.

- Auction-based memory management: A distributed scheme to improve scalability of SPMPool approach. Many-core platform is divided into different regions. The SPM pool of each region can expand or shrink using a distributed auction mechanism.

- Memory phases: A distinction from program phases which can capture temporal change in memory requirement of a single application. We proposed different offline and online mechanisms to detect and use memory phases in many-cores.
5.2 Future Research

The runtime management schemes proposed in this dissertation can be expanded in different directions:

- To exploit the benefits of SPMs and caches, their co-existence is very likely in future architectures. It may prove helpful to study the interplay of cache and SPM to find mechanisms that maximize the power and performance benefits of the system when both resources are available on the platform.

- In the auction-based distributed memory management, we assumed that task mapping is fixed and the main focus was on memory management. There is potential to enhance the overall performance of the system by incorporating task mapping, task migration, and memory management.

- We simulated the proposed schemes in this thesis at the memory trace level. A full system implementation of these schemes will provide more details understanding of the actual overhead of these methods on the system. A detailed implementation of SPM and operating system support for SPM is an ongoing subject of research.

- Although memory phases are used to manage SPM mapping in this thesis, the concept of memory phases can be applied to other domains of memory management such as data prefetching or cache management. A detailed study of memory phases in these domains would be an interesting research topic.
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